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ABSTRACT 
The Cliff-Lorimer standardless ratio technique for 
thin foil X-ray microanalysis requires a knowledge of k 
factors that relate the measured characteristic X-ray 
intensities to the composition of the specimen. This 
study reports the determination of a comprehensive set of 
k fuctors, for K and L lines, at 120kV for a Philips 
EM400T analytical electron microscope, using well 
characterized minerals, homogeneous single-phase alloys 
and stoichiometric ceramic compounds. The experimental 
data are compared with theoretical k factors, calculated 
from first principles, and with previous experimental 
results . 
The k factors for magnesium and aluminum have been 
applied in an investigation of precipitation in magnesium 
aluminate spinel. Two metastable precipitates were 
observed.  Type  1  and  Type  2, whose compositions were 
determined  to  be   MgO:(12-14)A1 0   and   MgO:5Al 0 
2 3 2 3 
respectively.    Composition  data,  in  conjunction with 
transmission electron microscope observations and  volume 
strain  considerations, indicate that Type 2 may nucleate 
before Type 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The   Cliff-Lorimer  ratio  approach(1)  to  in-situ 
quantification of X Ray microanalysis  data  has gained 
popularity   due  to  its  simplicity.     Using  a 
proportionality factor, predetermined from standards, the 
technique  relates,  for  a  binary  system  A-B,   the 
characteristic  X-ray  peak intensities above background, 
I  and I , to the actual concentration of the species  in 
A     B 
wt%.   C  and C , according to the relationship: 
A     B 
C /C  = k   I /I (1.1) 
A  B    AB  A  B 
wnere  k    Is  termed  the Cliff-Lorimer k factor.  This 
AB 
factor is independent of variations in specimen thickness 
if  the  "thin  film  criterion"  is  fulfilled.    This 
criterion  assumes  that  X-Rays are neither absorbed nor 
fluoresced in the specimen.    I  and  I  are  measured 
A       B 
simultaneously,   and   consequently  their  ratio   is 
independent of fluctuations in beam current. However,  as 
shown by Goldstein et al (2), the k factors decrease with 
increasing operating voltage. 
Janossy  (3),  Schreiber and Wims (4) and McGill and 
Hubbard (5),  have experimentally  determined  a  few  k 
factors,  although to date, the only comprehensive group 
determined for K lines are those reported  by  Cliff and 
Lorimer  (1),  and  Lorimer et al (6).  Their values were 
determined from mineral standards and were ratioed to Si. 
Although it has been traditional since then to present  k 
values relative to Si, in the present work they have been 
ratioed   to   Fe,   because more primary  values  were 
experimentally determined relative  to  Fe  than  to  Si. 
Hence errors  from  interpolating  to  a Si standard are 
eliminated.  Further, k values  standardized  to  Fe  are 
more  pertinent  to  the  metallurgist   than  values 
standardized to Si.   When  Fe  is  not  present  in  the 
specimen  the  relative  k   factor  can  be obtained by 
AB 
dividing the appropriate k factors, for example: 
k  = k  /k (1.2) 
AB    AFe  BFe 
The aim of the present investigation was to determine a 
range of k factors, for KCf and LO lines, for the Philips 
EM400T at Lehigh. This will allow more accurate 
quantitative analyses to be carried out, (on our EM400T 
and on similar instruments) than can presently be 
achieved by the use of either theoretically calculated k 
factors or factors previously determined experimentally. 
The experimental results reported here for K lines 
are compared with the experimental results of Lorimer and 
co-workers (1, 6), Janossy et al (3), McGill and Hubbard 
(5) and Schreiber and Wims (4).   The  experimental  data 
for L lines are compared with experimental data of 
Goldstein et al (2). Comparisons are also made between 
the experimental k factors of this study and theoretical 
factors. The K and L line data has been compared with 
theoretical k factors, that have been calculated from 
first principles by Goldstein (7). The theoretical data 
were calculated using various models for the ionization 
cross section, that is the expressions of; Mott-Massey 
(8), Green-Cosslett (9), Powell (10), Brown-Powell (11), 
Schreiber and Wims (4) and Zaluzec (12). 
As one particular example of the use of k factors 
determined in this study, quantitative X-ray 
microanalysis has been performed in conjunction with a 
study concerning precipitation phenomena in alumina-rich 
magnesium aluminate spinel. 
Continuing demands for materials with improved 
strength and fracture resistance have led to an increased 
interest in the study of phase transformations in 
ceramics. Precipitation hardening is a particularaly 
effective means of improving the properties of 
crystalline ceramics. A fine dispersion of second phase 
particles not only increases strength, but perhaps more 
importantly in ceramics, improves fracture toughness by 
interrupting crack propagation. 
Precipitation   in   non-stoichimetric  magnesium 
m 
aluminate  spinel  has  ben studied in ths past by X-rays 
(13)  and  more  recently  by  transmission  electron 
icroscopy   (TEM)(14,   15,  16,  17).    Two  types of 
metastable, alumina-rich,  monoclinic  precipitates  have 
been  identified,  after low temperature aging, prior to 
the exsolution of dAl 0 .   The metastable  precipitates 
2 3 
have been  designated  Type  1  and  Type 2, the numbers 
relating  to chronological  identification  rather  than 
precipitation  sequence.  Conflicts exist with respect to 
identification of the  equilibrium CfAl 0 (15,  17),  and 
2 3 
regarding   precipitation  kinetics of  the metastable 
precipitutes(15, 16). 
Modern microanalytical techniques  have  never  been 
applied  to  identification  of the composition of Type 1 
and  Type  2 precipitates.     Jagodzinski(18)   roughly 
determined the composition of Type 1 by X-ray diffraction 
techniques,   but  tne  composition  of  Type  2 remains 
unknown.  The objective  of this  investigation  was  to 
determine  ths composition  of the metastable phases by 
X-ray microanalysis.    This  in  conjunction  with  TEM 
imaging  will  help resolve current conflicts over phase 
identification in magnesium aluminate spinel. 
2. BACKGROUND 
2.1 X-RAY MICROANALYSIS 
The Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) 
in conjunction with an Energy Dispersive Spectrometer 
(EDS) provides an excellent means for rapid microchemical 
analysis of thin films. The first attempt to collect 
X-rays from a fluoresced thin foil was made by Duncurab 
(19) in 1964. Development of this idea has resulted in 
the modern Analytical Electron Microscope (AEM). The 
major advantages of this technique are the small volume 
of material that can be analyzed and the relative 
simplicity by which quantitative analyses can be 
obtained. Nevertheless there are problems of which one 
must be aware in X-ray microanalysis if accurate and 
precise chemical analyses are to be obtained. 
2.1.1 Standardless Analysis 
The  Cliff -Lorimer(1)  scaling  factor,  k,  can  be 
obtained  by  either  experimental  measurements  or 
calculations from first principles.  Cliff and Lorimer(1) 
and Lorimer et al.(6) have obtained calibration curves of 
k     using  various   silicate   standards  of known 
ASi 
composition.  However calibration curves do differ  from 
one  instrument  to  another,  due  to  variations in EDS 
detector  characteristics   .    Also many k  factors, 
particularly for L and M lines, have  not been measured 
and  it is often advisable for tha analyst to measure the 
necessary k   factors directly from  suitable  standards. 
AB 
If the direct k  factor measurement is not possible then 
AB 
one may have  to resort to calculating k  factors from 
AB 
first principles. 
Various  authors(2,  12,  20)  have  attempted   to 
calculate  k 
AB 
For  example  Goldstein  et  al.(2) 
calculate k   from the equation: 
AB 
(Q«a/A)B   tB 
CAB = (Q wa/A)A   TA 
(2. 1) 
where 
Q  is the ionization cross-section for K, L or M lines, 
A 
w is th3 fluorescence yield for K, L or M lines, 
a is the relative intensity factor which is the ratio of 
the Ka  intensity to the total KCf + Kfl intensity 
A is the atomic weight, and 
* is the EDS detector efficiency. 
To calculate k   for L or M lines the relevant shell 
AB 
parameters are substituted in Equation (2.1) 
Ionization Cross Section, Q 
The ionization cross section is the probability of 
an electron of a given energy causing ionization of a 
particular K, L or M shell of an atom A in the specimen. 
The general equation for the ionization cross section 
(10) is: 
-20 
Q = 6.51 x 10     n b ln(c U) 
o S S     S 
E^  U 
c 
(2.2) 
In this equation n  is the number of electrons in a shell 
s 
or  subshell  (e.g.,  n =2 for  the K shell, 8 for the L 
s 
shell and.18 for the M shell), b and  c   are constants 
s      s 
for a  particular shell, E is the ionization energy for 
c 
the K, L or M shell (keV) of a given element A, and U is 
the overvoltage  equal to E /E  where E is the incident 
o  c       o 
baam energy. 
Many values for the constants b  and  c  have  been 
s      s 
suggested  in  the literature (11, 21, 4, 22).  Table 6-4 
in Appendix 3 collects the various  published  values of 
these  constants  for  K  and L shells.  Zaluzec (12) has 
suggested the use of a  relativistic cross  section  where 
the incident  beam  energy is  corrected for relativity 
effects.  That is the term ln(c U) in Equation  (2.2)  is 
s 
replaced by; 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
[ln(c   U)   -   ln(1-02)   - 02] 
s 
Where c   ,   (for   K and   L lines)   is  equal   to; 
s 
c  = 0.8U/{[1-exp(-7)]*[1-expH)]} 
s 
2 
y=     1250/(EU ), E is the characteristic X-ray line 
of interest and 6 = E /2.  The  term 0   is  the  relative 
c 
velocity of the electrons at E (V) to he speed of light, 
o 
v/c.  Another form of the  relativistic  correction  has 
been suggested by Goldstein et al. (2) where: 
-7 
E* = (1 + 9-375  10 E )E 
o oo 
and   E*  is  thf 
o 
overvoltage. 
(2.5) 
orrected  term used  to  calculate 
Schreiber and Wims (4) have measured k   values  to 
AB 
back-calculate  best fit ionization cross sections.  They 
propose  that  Equation  (2.2)  can  be  expressed  more 
accurately as; 
-20 
Q = 6.51 x 10   n b  lnc U 
2d      s s    s E^  Us c 
(2.6) 
The  d   term  indicates  the overvoltage effect that was 
s 
observed.  For K lines d =1.0667-0.00476(Z).  For L and M 
k 
lines, d =d =1.0.  The other terms, b  and c  are  given 
1  m s     s 
in Table 6-4 in appendix 3- 
Fluorescence Yield. u» 
The     fluorescence    yield,     which is  the  fraction  of 
ionizations     that    result     in     X-ray emission,     can       be 
calculated     fsorn  an   equation  proposed by  Burhop  (23)   such 
that, 
jjy (i-«)J \ 3 =   A   +   BZ   +  CZ (2.7) 
where A, B and C are constants obtained by fitting 
Equation (2.7) to experimental data, and Z is atomic 
number.  Equation (2.7) can be reduced to; 
w= X/(1+X) (2.8) 
3 4 
where X=[A+BZ+CZ ] . 
For K lines the fitted wK values of Bambynek et  al. 
(24) can be used.  For L and M shell X-rays the empirical 
fit for A, B and C of Colby (25) to the experimental data 
of Fink et  al.  (26)  can be  employed.  Table 6-5 in 
appendix 3 lists the appropriate values of the constants 
A, B and C. 
Relative   Intensity  Factor,   a 
The  relative   intensity  factor   is  the   fraction of the 
total     X-ray    emission   from  a  given  atomic  shell,  and for 
Ka lines  is  expressed   as Ka/(KO + Kff).     The  a  values for 
10 
K lines can be obtained from Slivinsky and Ebert (27) for 
atomic numbers 22 and above and from Heinrich et al. (28) 
for atomic numbers 15 to 20. Recent measurements of the 
a factor for K, L and M lines have been made by Schreiber 
and Wims (4) and the expressions which they have derived 
for a (which vary with atomic number), are presented in 
Table 6-6 in appendix 3. The relative intensity values 
of Schreiber and tfims and Slivinsky and Ebert, for K 
lines, are very similar, differing at the  most  by only 
"J • C. JO  • 
Detector  Efficiency, t 
The     effect  of X-ray absorption  in   the   EDS detector, 
«,   can  be  calculated  using   Equation   (2.9). 
E  =  axp[-(u/p)    PBe YBe]   .   exp[-(u/p)    PAu YAU]       (2.9) 
.   exp[-(u/P) PSJYSi]   .   1-exp[-(u/P)PSi XSl] 
where u/p, p, Y and X are the absorption coefficients, 
densities and thickness (in cm) of the Be window, the Au 
layer, Si dead layer and Si active layer respectively. 
The appropriate mass absorption coefficients for 
elements A and B in the Be, Au and Si can be obtained 
from Heinrich (29).  The EDS parameters as  suggested  by 
~n 
Zaluzec  (12) can be used, namely Y   = 7-6 x 10  cm, Y 
-6 -5   Be Au 
= 2 x 10  :m and Y  = 1 x 10  cm.  The Si  active layer 
Si 
11 
thickness X   = 0.3cm. 
Si 
Calculated  k   factor  values  do  vary and  are 
AB 
dependent upon which models are chosen to  calculate  the 
parameters in Equation (2.1) .  Reviews by Powell(11) and 
more  recently  Mayer  et al(22). indicate the particular 
confusion that  exists  in  calculating  ionization-cross 
section values (Q). 
2.1.2 The Absorption Correction 
To  ascertain the limit of applicability of the thin 
film  criterion  for  a  given  system,  the  effect  of 
absorption on the k  factor must be determined using the 
AB 
following equation (2): 
CF 
Cy/p) SPEC 
B L(y/p)SPj,cJ 
l-exp-   [<.vi/p)spEC cosecflT (pt)] 
1-exp-   L(y/p)gpEC cosecCKpt)] 
(2.10) 
wnere CF is the correction factor, 
A B 
u/pj     and u/P]     are the mass absorption 
spec spec 
coefficients of A and B in the specimen, 
pis specimen density 
o 
a is take-off angle ( ~ 20 in a Philips EM400T), and 
t is foil thickness in cm. 
A general  rule  (2) is that if the correction factor is 
12 
less than 10%, at a thickness where the specimen is 
electron, transparent, the thin film criterion is 
satisfied. If this is not the case then a correction 
must be applied to the intensity ratio when finding the k 
factor, such that: 
= k 1/CF 
AB AB 
(2.11) 
is  the where k   is the measured k factor and  k * 
AB AB 
corrected  k factor.  When making an analysis the data is 
corrected as follows: 
C /C = k*   (I /I ) CF 
A  B  AB   A  B 
(2.12) 
The necessary mass absorption coefficients for the 
correction are generally well known. However, it is 
important to note that the term u/P] includes the effects 
of absorption of all the elements present in the sample 
even if they are not detectable by EDS. Bender et 
al.(30), in measuring the Ni and Mg contents of a 
MgO: 1 0mol%Ni0 ceramic, point out the absolute necessity 
of including the effects of absorption of MgKCT radiation 
by oxygen as well as by Ni. 
2.1.3 The Fluorescence Correction 
Although the fluorescence effects in thin foils are 
smaller than those in an equivalent bulk sample, they can 
still be significant.  Tixier(31)  has  stated  that  the 
13 
characteristic   fluorescence  correction  is   small   if 
A 
u.p] .pt   <  0. 1 (2. 13) 
spec 
Corrections for characteristic fluorescence in thin films 
have  been  developed  by  Philibert and Tixier (32), and 
Nockolds et al.(33)-  The  important difference  between 
the  two models  is  the  variation  of the fluorescence 
correction with foil mass thickness, pt.   Philibert and 
2 
Tixier  predict a (pt)  dependence, while Nockolds et al. 
predict a pt[0.9 - ln(pt)] dependence  and  is  the more 
conservative  of tha  two.    More  experimental data is 
required before  it  can  be  determined  which  of the 
corrections is more correct. 
The  Nockolds  equation   for   the   fluorescence 
correction, in a system where B is fluorecsing A is: 
CC0.923 - £n(/"//0)B     > ' Pt]    seca H
  SAMPLE 
where l£ /IA  is tne fluorescence enhancement ratio  such 
that  IA is  the intensity of A radiation in the absence 
of fluorescence and IA  is the enhancement of A radiation 
due to fluorescence.  The remaining terms in the equation 
have previously been defined except for r , which is  the 
s 
absorption  edge jump ratio, (s pertaining to the K, L or 
14 
M shell) . 
For  a system  AB,  where  B is fluorescing A, the 
measured composition is corrected by; 
C /C  = k   (I /I ) (1+X) (2.15) 
B  A   BA   B  A 
where X is the fluorescence enhancement ratio calculated 
in Equation (2.14). The k factor measured for the same 
system would be corrected by; 
= (C /C ) (I /I )  1/(1+X) (2.16) 
BA     B  A    A  B 
2.1.4 Spatial Resolution 
The spatial resolution for chemical  analysis  in  a 
thin  foil  is  a  function  of atomic number Z, specimen 
thickness t, jnd  the  accelerating voltage  E .    Many 
0 
theoretical models  exist  for estimating the extent of 
beam spreading in a thin foil(2, 34, 35,  36).    Perhaps 
the  simplest model is that of Goldstein et al(2), where 
beam spreading is estimated  using  a  single  scattering 
model  which assumes that electron scattering takes place 
at the center of the thin film.   The equation  relating 
the parameters, Z, t and E , to beam spreading of a point 
0 
probe is: 
0.5  1.5 
b = 625(Z/Eo)(P/A)    t (2.17) 
15 
where b  is  the  beam broadening(cm),  A is the atomic 
weight, E  is  the operating  voltage, p   is  the  film 
0   3 
density  (g/cm ),  and  t is in cm.  The beam broadening 
equation is derived by assuming that the source size  can 
be defined  as  that  volume  within  which  90% of the 
electron trajectories lie. 
2.1.5 Measuring Foil Thickness 
The path length in a thin foil over which 
specimen-generated X-rays travel en route to the EDS 
detector is an important (though difficult to measure) 
parameter when applying an absorption or fluorescence 
correction. For th3 simpler case of foils of constant 
thickness, path length is equal to tcosecfl, where t is 
th.» foil thickness. Numerous methods have been suggested 
for the estimation of foil thickness, (37, 38, 39, 40, 
41). The contamination spot method, being the simplest, 
has probably seen the most use. However recent work(6, 
42, 43) has shown that this method overestimates the 
thickness and is very inaccurate, The analysis of 
Convergent Beam Diffraction Patterns(44) is a useful 
technique which can be used to calculate foil thickness 
with an accuracy of within 2%, although analysis of the 
raw data can be somewhat tedious. 
The situation becomes more complex in a wedge shaped 
foil,  common  in  ion-beam thinned  or  electropolished 
16 
samples. In the absorption and fluorescence corrections, 
path length is assumed to be tcosecCf . However this is 
only so if emitted X-rays have a constant thickness exit 
path to the detector. The more common situation is shown 
in Figure 2- 1 page 18, : ie, path length for an analysis 
point is a function of foil orientation with respect to 
the EDS detector position at a given take-off angle . 
Tne erroneous estimation of path length can cause large 
inaccuracies in the analysis of highly absorbing systems, 
as  demonstrated   by Glitz  et  al.(45)in   the  NiAl   system. 
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2.1.6 Minimum Detectability Limit 
If the  concentration of elements A and B in a thin 
foil are accurately known then, as  shown  by  Romig  and 
Goldstein(46),  the detectabiLity limit of A, C (D.L), in 
A 
a matrix of B is given by; 
0.5 
C (D.L) = 3(23$   /I  (k  .C ) (2.18) 
A B   AB  B 
where : 
C , C are tha weight %  of A and B respectively 
A  B 
A 
I   is th? continuum background for A, and 
b 
I  is the integrated number of counts in the B peak 
B 
Due  to  the   lack  of  experimental   data,   minimum 
detectability  limits  for  practical X-ray microanalysis 
are  not wall established, although ~1 wt5& is a  generally 
accepted value.  Recent work (47) on a Philips EM400T has 
demonstrated  that  0.3 wt%  Mn can be detected in Cu if 
10,000 counts are accumulated in the Mn  peak.    Minimum 
limits  of less than 1 wt%  refer only to optimum systems 
that do not have a problem with background  subtraction. 
If  peak  overlap occurs or if the background cannot be 
easily determined,  then  the  detectability limit  will 
increase . 
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2.1.7 Analysis of Low Atomic Number Elements 
The characteristic X-ray energy of the elements H to 
F are below the threshold limit for detectability with a 
standard EDS detector* . Consequently analysis of 
elements close to this limit, ie. Na, Mg and Al, present 
special problems with respect to absorption in the EDS 
detector.(48) as well as absorption in the sample. The 
analysis of Na in minerals is further complicated by the 
fact that in certain lattices Na is unstable under 
irradiation from the electron beam. Several workers(5, 
49, 50) have reported that feldspars in particular are 
prone to the loss of Na and K, through mass 
volatilization during microanalysis. 
2.2 PRECIPITATION IN NON-STOICHIOMETRIC SPINEL 
Stoichiometric  magnesium  aluminate (MgOAl 0 ) is a 
2 3 
complex oxide based on the spinel structure.  It has  56 
2- 
atoms per unit cell, arranged such that 0  ions form an 
f.c.c  lattice  with  1/8th  of  the  tetrahedral   holes 
2+ 
occupied  by Mg   ions and 1/2 of the octrahedral holes 
3+ 
occupied by Al   ions.[Appendix 1]. 
With a windowless EDS detector  the  lower  limit  is 
carbon 
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As  shown  by  Roy  et al.(51),  (Figure  2-2) at a 
o 
temperature of ~ 1800 C MgOAl 0 can exist with a  large 
2 3 
excess  of  of Ai 0 (MgO:nAl 0 ,  n>1).    The  charge 
2 3       2 3 
compensating   defects   necessarily    present    in 
non-stoichiometric  alumina-rich  spinels  were  shown by 
Jagodzinski and  Saalfeld(18)  to be  cation  vacancies. 
Non-stoichiometric  spinel  can  then  be thought of as a 
solid solution of stoichiometric spinel with Al 0 , i.e; 
2 3 
[MgAl 0 ]     - [Al    1/3 V  0 ] 
2 4  1-x     8/3     Al 4 x 
where V  is an aluminum  vacancy.    The  tolerance  for 
Al 
non-stoichiometry  in   spinel  decreases  sharply  with 
decreasing temperature and this gives a driving force for 
precipitation. 
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After   Roy  et.al .   (51) 
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The   first  systematic   study  of precipitation 
reactions  in  non-stoichiometric  spinel,   over   a 
o 
temperature  range of  600  -  1500 C,  was performed by 
Saalfeld and Jagodzinski(13).  Their study involved X-ray 
diffraction  and  optical  microscopy  with  which   they 
identified 3 stages of precipitation: 
1. Formation of a pre-precipitate phase, 
2. Formation  of a monoclinic intermediate phase 
of chemical composition MgO:16Al 0  (52), and, 
2 3 
3. Precipitation of the equilibrium phase CTA1 0 . 
2 3 
It was found that the pre-precipitate  phase disappeared 
w'.ien     the  intermediate structure formed, and that  Al 0 
2 3 
precipitated preferentially at the free surfaces of  the 
specimen . 
Lewis(14),   using   TEM   to  study precipitation, 
observed the simultaneous  nucleation of two  types of 
monoclinic intermediate phases with differing morphology; 
these were designated Type 1 and Type 2.  However, he did 
not observe any pre-precipitation or precipitation of the 
equilibrium  phase, Al 0 .  One of these phases (Type 1 ) 
2 3 
was  identical  to  that  observed  by   Saalfeld   and 
Jagodzinski(13, 52), and appeared as thin plates parallel 
to the {311} matrix planes with the following orientation 
relationships: 
23 
{311}   //  (001) Type 1 
m 
<110>  // [010] Type 1 
m 
with  unit cell  parameters of a=0.931nm,  b=0.564nm, 
o 
c=1.21nrn and 0=119-46 .  The second  intermediate  phase, 
Type  2,  grew as thin laths parallel to the <100> matrix 
directions such that: 
<100>   //  [010] Type 2 
m 
<110>  //  [001] Type 2 
m 
The unit cell parameters of the Type 2 were determined by 
electron diffraction analysis to  be  a=0.51nm,  b=0.4nm, 
o 
c = 0.56nm  and 0 = 123.68 .  Both phases were found to form 
preferentially,  though  not  necessarily,   on   partial 
dislocations  and  low  angle  sub  boundaries.  However, 
Lewis had deformed his single crystal before analysis and 
therefore his  samples  had  an  unusually high  initial 
dislocation density. 
Bansal  and  Heuer(15)  also  performed a systematic 
precipitation study on  non-stoichiometric  MgO:3.5Al 0 
o 2 3 
spinel   at  850 C.     Tney  identified  2  stages of 
pre-precipitation   and .   proposed   the    following 
precipitation sequence: 
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SUPERSATURATED SOLID SOLUTION 
Stage 1    Pre-precipitate 1 
(G.P. Zones)? 
Pre-precipitate 2 
(G.P. precipitates) 
Stage 2    Intermediate phases 
Type 1 and Type 2 
Stage 3     Equilibrium CfAl 0 
2 3 
They  suggested  that  the two pre-precipitates nucleated 
simultaneously  and  were  analogous  to  G.P.Zones  and 
G.P.precipitates.    The  Type  1 and Type 2 intermediate 
phases precipitated after 4 and 15hrs respectively,  and 
formed  preferentially on  grown-in  sub-boundaries  and 
isolated dislocations.  On prolonged  aging  Type  1  and 
Type  2 coarsened as the pre-precipitates dissolved.  The 
first equilibrium dAl 0 phase nucleated after  44 hours 
2 3 
aging,   apparently  independently of the  intermediate 
structures.  Upon subsequent  annealing,  the  plates of 
Al 0 coarsened although some Type 1 precipitates could be 
2 3 o 
observed  after  240hrs.  At 1025 C and after 25hrs aging 
only the CfAl 0 platelets were present. 
2 3 
Doukhan, et al.(53) studied precipitation in  spinel 
using  the  hot stage of a TEM.  Samples, of compositions 
within the single phase field, were heated by beam pulses 
o 
to ~ 1800 C.    However  evaporation  of  MgO  allowed 
precipitation  to occur.    Near  the heated zone, 3 new 
25 
phases  were  created,  all  of which conserve the oxygen 
sub lattice of spinel: 
1. The Type 1 precipitate with n = 16 already 
described. 
2. A tetragonal phase b with n=3 and believed to 
be a high temperature phase in the system, 
and , 
3. A .nonoclinic phase 0M9with n = 40. 
The  latter  phase had  not  previously been identified. 
It's structure was thought to  conserve  the  spinel  FCC 
anion lattice  although  no  evidence  was  produced  to 
clearly define  the  orientation  relationship  with  the 
spinel matrix.  The composition of 0Mg was determined by 
EDS microanalysis, however precise  information  was  not 
presented as to how the data were quantified. 
Jantzen(16)   using  X-ray  diffraction,  electron 
diffraction and TEM, made a comprehensive  study of the 
early stages of precipitation  in MgO:3.5Al 0 spinel, 
o        o    2 3 
over the temperature range 600 C to 1300 C.  Although the 
final precipitation stage was not observed the  following 
precipitation sequence was proposed: 
SUPERSATURATED SOLID SOLUTION 
Stage 1  Type 1 pre-precipitation 
Stage 2  Type 1 pre-precipitates 
Type 2 pre-precipitates 
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Stage 3  Type 1 precipitates 
Type 2 G.P.Zones,  and, 
Stage 4  CTA1 0 
2 3 
The  Type  2 pre-precipitates  and  Type 2 G.P.Zones are 
identified  as 0Al 0 ,  which maintains  a  monoclinic 
2 3 
structure, with the oxygen anions in a cubic close packed 
arrangement,  rather  than  the  hep  lattice  present in 
CfAl 0 .  The 0A1 0 has an orientation relationship with 
2 3 2 3 
the spinel matrix such that: 
[001]   //  [0131 0A1 0 
m 2 3 
The  kinetics of the precipitation sequence are such that 
Type 1 pre-precipitates are thought to be present in  the 
o 
as-quenched  crystal.    At 850 C, stage 2 occurs after 2 
minutes and stage 3 after a 10 minute anneal.  This does 
not concur with the observations of Bansal and Heuer(15), 
who  concluded  that  Type  1 and Type 2 pre-precipitates 
were present only after 10 minutes and 1hr  respectively. 
Following  stage  2,  Jantzen  observed  that  the Type 1 
needle-like precipitates were not as abundant, suggesting 
dissolution as 0A1 0 G.P. Zones form. 
2 3 
In a recent investigation, Donlon et al.(17) studied 
precipitation in non-stoichiometric (MgO:3.5Al 0 ) spinel 
o     2 3 
over  the  temperature  range  900-1600 C.     A  time, 
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temperature,  extent  of  transformation  (TTT) curve was 
determined for the formation of the  Type  1  phase;  the 
Type  2 phase  was not observed.  From TEM studies, they 
observed a slight change in  morphology  as  the  Type  1 
phase  coarsened.   They  suggest  that  this may be the 
result of the  precipitate  becoming  incoherent due  to 
Ostwald ripening.  This is in direct conflict with Bansal 
and  Heuer(15),  who  identified this phase morphology as 
equilibrium CfAl 0 . 
2 3 
Using  opticaL microscopy  and  X-ray  diffraction 
techniques,  Donlon et al. (17) observed that CfAl 0 only 
2 3 
precipitated  on  free  surfaces  with   the   following 
orientation relationship; 
{111}   //  (0001 ) Al 0 
m 2 3 
<110>  //   <1010> Al 0 
m 2 3 
They proposed  that  the  reaction is of a discontinuous 
nature, and with a very high nucleation barrier.  A high 
nucleation barrier is consistent with the observations of 
Donlon  et  al(17) and Saalfeld and Jagodzinski(13), that 
CfAl 0  forms preferentially on free surfaces. 
2 3 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL 
3. 1 k-FACTORS 
3.1.1 Sample Preparation 
The k values were determined from a set of 
well-characterized mineral standards, single-phase 
homogenized alloys and stoichiometric ceramics, as 
summarized in Table 3-1. The minerals marked "CL" in 
Table 1 ire the original standards used by Cliff and 
Lorimer and were prepared and chemically analyzed in 
their laboratory. The other mineral samples in table 3-1 
were prepared in our laboratory. They were crushed under 
methanol and the slurry dispersed ultrasonically to 
separate out the finest particles. The samples were 
floated onto Be microscope grids that had previously been 
coated with formvar and carbon. 
A series of single-phase alloys were 
induction-melted, cast and homogenized. Composition and 
homogeneity were determined, at and above the micron 
level, by electron microprobe analysis. Thin foils were 
prepared by diamond wafering thin slices from bulk 
samples, then electrodischarge machining 3mm discs. 
These discs were ground to approximately 250/im on SiC 600 
mesh  paper.  Final thinning to electron- transparency was 
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accomplished by jet polishing followed by ion beam 
thinning to remove any residues deposited on the foil 
from jet polishing . A list of jet polishing solutions 
is presented in Table 3-3 
The stoichiometric ceramics were prepared for 
analysis by grinding to approximately 50Mtn with diamond 
paste. followed by ion beam thinning to electron 
transparency.  The spinel sample was diamond sectioned to 
produce  a  self-supporting  thin  disc.   The SrTiO and 
3 
CaZrO were sectioned  to  flakes  and  supported  on  Cu 
3 
microscope grids with a thermosetting glue. 
3.1.2 Instrumental Parameters 
Measurement of k factors was carried out using a 
Phillips EM400T analytical, electron microscope fitted 
with an EDAX energy dispersive Si(Li) detector. The 
detector resolution was nominally 153sV Full Width Half 
Max (FWHM) at MnKfl. Specimens were held in a Be 
low-background holder, to minimize background X-ray 
emission caused by fluorescence of the holder by specimen 
generated Bremsstralung. All analyses were carried out 
at 1201<V with an emission current of 25-40M. 
3.1.3 Absorption and Fluorescence Corrections 
As  described  in  Section  2.1.2,  the  effect  of 
absorption  on  the  k   factor  for  each  system  was 
AB 
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determined  using  equation  (2.10).   Wherever possible, 
systems that did not  require  an  absorption  correction 
were  used.  Such ideal systems were not always available 
and Table 3-4 shows the k values that were corrected  and 
the magnitude of the correction.  Large corrections were 
necessary for the Nb K and L  line  k  factors,  although 
generally the absorption correction was less than 8%. 
The  effect of  fluorescence  on the k  factor was 
AB 
calculated using Equation (2.16).   The  k  factors  that 
were  corrected   are  listed  in  Table  3-5  with  the 
respective  corrections.     The  magnitude  of  the 
fluorescence  corrections  averages  at 1.5%, the largest 
was a 5%  correction made to the Co-Cu sample. 
3.1.4 Data Collection 
If the system satisfied the thin film criterion  for 
foil  thicknesses  up  to  500nm,  data were collected by 
2 
rastering the beam over a  thin  area  of  250nm .    For 
systems  showing significant absorption below a thickness 
of 500nm, data were collected from  a  focussed  spot of 
5-10nm  diameter.    The  thickness  of the  foil in the 
analysis  area  was  determined  by  convergent  beam 
diffraction  analysis(44)  or  by  the contamination spot 
seperation method(4l).  As  stated  earlier,  in  Section 
2.1.5,   the  contamination  spot method  is  known  to 
overestimate the actual thickness of the foil.   However, 
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corrections applied using thickness measurements obtained 
by this technique were of the order of 4 - 955, and 
therefore were not large enough to alter significantly 
the value of k. 
Thin edges of crushed minerals and foil edges 
transparent at 120kV were chosen for analysis. Counting 
time was varied to give at least 10,000 accumulated 
points in each peak at each data point. Integration of 
peak counts and background subtraction were effected by a 
Tracor Northern (TN)-2000 system and EDAX SWTHIN program. 
The S'.VTHIN program models the background by 
mathematically describing the detected intensity 
variations as originally proposed by Kramer(54) and 
modifying this by taking into account absorption in the 
deteotor. Characteristic peak intensity is obtained by 
generating gaussian peaks and fitting them to the 
experimental peaks. The TN-2000 system effects 
background subtraction by assuming that the background 
intensity is a "smooth" function compared with the 
rapidly changing intensity in the characteristic peak. 
Application of a digital filter to the spectrum then 
removes any background without substantially affecting 
the characteriscic peaks. Peak intensity is obtained by 
comparing the experimental peaks with library peaks 
obtain3d  from  reference  standards.   Further,  the TN 
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system integrates over Ko or La peaks whereas the EDAX 
SWTHIN uses full shell integrated counts which were 
adjusted to determine Ka or La intensities. 
3.2 SPINEL 
3.2.1 Sample Preparation 
Single  crystal  boules of non-stoichiometric Mg-Al 
spinel (MgO. 3-5A1 0 ), grown  by  the  Vernueil  process 
2 3 
were  analyzed.   Specimens were oriented using the Laue 
back reflection technique and  cut  with  a diamond  saw 
parallel to {110} . 
Slices  of spinel  250AWI thick were aged in air at 
o      o 
8b0 C -1050 C for various times, as  indicated  in  Table 
3-6.  Aging was followed with an air quench. 
Thin  foils  were  prepared  for  examination  by 
polishing to  approximately  50^m.    Final  thinning  to 
electron transparency was attained by ion beam milling. 
3.2.2 Spinel Data Collection 
Instrumencal parameters were as described in Section 
3.1.2, except that it was not possible due to low 
concentration, to accumulate 10,000 counts in the Mg peak 
within a reasonable analysis time (ie., less than 300 
Seconds).     X-ray  data   were  collected  only  from 
33 
precipitates at the foil edge. A 5-10nm probe was used, 
and background subtraction and integration of peak counts 
were  effected   by  the   TN  2000 system. 
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Table 3-1: K FACTOR SAMPLES 
K LINES 
ATOMIC 
ELEMENT      NUMBER    SPECIMEN  COMPOSITION    Wt% 
Na 11 
Ms 12 
Al 13 
15 
16 
Albite Na 8.67 
Al 10.45 
Si 31.81 
0 balance 
Spinel Mg 17. 1 
Al 37-9 
0 balance 
Biotiteccu Al 10.48 
Mg 5.37 
Si 17.33 
Fe 15.09 
K 6.37 
Ti 0.93 
0 balance 
Fe P 
3 
Fe 
P 
85.0 
15 
Pyrite Fe 46.0 
S 53.0 
0 balance 
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ATOMIC 
ELEMENT NUMBER 
K 19 
Ca 20 
Ti 22 
Cr 24 
Mn 25 
Fe 26 
SPECIMEN  COMPOSITION    y/tj 
Biotite    As Above 
ireraolxteccu Ca 8. 16 
Si 27.02 
Mg 14.63 
Mn 2.25 
Ilrnenite Ti 27.41 
Mn 3.87 
Fe 36.6 
0 balance 
Nichrorae Ni 59 
Cr 16 
Fe 23.2 
Si 1.8 
Fe-Mn-Cr Fe 61.68 
Mn 20.66 
Cr 17.64 
= tinolite(cu Fe 9.1 
Si 24.31 
Ca 15.94 
Al 0.71 
Mg 6.68 
0 balance 
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ATOMIC 
ELEMENT      NUHBER     SPECIMEN  COMPOSITION    Wt% 
Co 27 
Ni 28 
Cu 29 
Zn 30 
Mo 42 
A§ 48 
LU-Co Cu 96.72 
Co 3.28 
Nichrome As Above 
Ni 34.5 
Cu-Mn Cu 96.64 
Mn 3.36 
Cu-Zn Zn 13.77 
Cu 86.23 
Fe-Mo Fe 90 
Mo 10 
Ag-Al Ag 9.39 
Al 90.61 
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Table  3-2:   K FACTOR  SAMPLES 
L   LINES 
Sr 38 
Zr 40 
Nb 41 
Ag 48 
Sn 50 
Au 79 
SrTiO 
3 
Sr 
Ti 
47.8 
26 
0 balance 
CaZrO 
3 
Ca 
Zr 
22 
50.8 
0 balance 
Ni-Nb Nb 11.65 
Ni 88.35 
Ag-Al As   Above 
Fe-Sn Sn 5.4 
Fe 94.6 
Cu-Au Cu 60 
AJ 40 
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Table  3-3:   JET  POLISHING   PARAMETERS 
ALLOY SOLUTION CONDITIONS 
Cu-32Mn 32%  HNO 30V 
3 o 
68? Mebhanol -40 C 
Cu-2%Co                            25%   HNO 30V 
3 o 
75% Methanol -40 C 
Fe-35%Ni               2%  Perchloric  Acid 105V 
98% Methanol 
Cu-16%Zn 30*HNO 30V 
3 o 
7055 Methanol -40  C 
Fe~10%Mo 1%  Perchloric 65V 
o 
99%  Methanol -40 C 
Ni-11%Nb 10% HNO 40V 
3 o 
90% Methanol -40  C 
Ag-9%Sn 15% HNO 10V 
3 o 
85% Methanol 20 C* 
'Specimen  must  be  ion   beam  thinned   to  remove  oxide  fil 
39 
m 
Table  3-4:   ABSORPTION   CORRECTIONS 
ELEMENTAL 
X-RAY                                          k k             THICKNESS % 
LINE             RATIO BEFORE AFTER                 A CHANGE 
MgKo        AlKa/MgKa           1.24 1.18 1800 4.8 
SKa            FeK  /SKa          0.86 0.83 1000 3.4 
PKa            FeKo/PKo 0.83 0.78 900 6 
NbKo        Nit<a/NbKo          2.92 1.77 2500 38 
SrLCatfl)   Ti Ka/SrLCat/3)     1.47 1.39 1500 5 
NbLfat/3)   NiKo/NbUa^      1.19 0.73 2500 40 
SnLa       FeKa/SnLa          2.37 2.21 2000 6.75 
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Table 3-5: FLUORESCENCE CORRECTIONS 
KLUORESCED 
X-RAY 
* k     THICKNESS    % 
LINE     RATIO     BEFORE    AFTER HtMtK
      A    CHANGE 
FeK.   ;UK«/FeK«    ,. 09      ,. Q?      16oo 
CoK-        CUK./COK- 1.23                1.17 220Q 
SrL«* TiK./SrIW) o. 72 0.71 1500 
ZrL
*' 
c
^«/ZrIW) 0.66 0.65 160(J 
NbL«* NiK-/NblW« 1.37 1 . 32 ^ 
1.6 
4-9 
1.0 
1.5 
3.6 
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Table 3-6: SPINEL HEAT TREATMENTS 
o 
SAMPLE TIME TEMPERATURE  C 
15hours 850 
44hours 850 
85hours 850 
240hours 850 
1hour 850 
10hours 950 
22hours 950 
1hour 850 
43hours 950 
15hours 850 
25hours 1050 
44hours 850 
25hours 1050 
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4. RESULTS 
Presented  in  Table  4-1  are the experimental k 
XFe 
values determined in this investigation.  Table 4-2 is  a 
summary   of  thi   previous  experimental   data  of 
Cliff-Lorimer (1) Lorimer et al (6), Janossy et al.  (3), 
MoGill and Hubbard (5) and Schreiber and Wims (4). 
Table 4-3 lists a summary of theoretical k factors 
calculated by Goldstein (7), using various models for the 
ionization cross section. The cross section values were 
calculated using the expressions of Mott-Massey (8), 
Green-Cosslett (9), Brown-Powell (11), Powell (10), 
Schreiber and Wims (4), and Zaluzec (12). The incident 
beam energy, present in the overvoltage term in the model 
for the ionization cross section (Equation (2.2)), has 
oeen corrected for relativity. The cross section 
expressions of Mott-Massey (3), Green-Cosslett (9), 
Brown-Powell (11) and Powell (10) were corrected using 
the relativity correction model of Goldstein et al. (2), 
Equation (2.5). The ionization cross section model of 
Schreiber and Wims (4) was back calculated from 
experimental data and therefore does not require a 
relativistic correction. The model of Zaluzec (12) 
incorporates a relativistic correction, Equation (2.3). 
Of the remaining terms in Equation (2.1), values of 
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wKwere taken from the fitted a>« values of Bambynek et al. 
(24)   using   the  Burhop  equation,  (Equation  (2.7)). 
Relative intensity  factors were calculated  using  the 
equations  of  Schreiber  and  Wims  (4)  and  the mass 
absorption  coefficients,   for  calculating  detector 
efficiency «iere taken from Heinrich (29). 
Table 4-4  presents  the experimental k factor data 
for L lines of this investigation  and  Goldstein  et  al 
(2).  Listed in Table 4-5 are the theoretical k   values 
XFe 
for L lines calculated by Goldstein (7). 
Theoretical k factors for L lines were calculated 
using the ionization cross section models of, Mott-Massey 
(8), Brown Powell (11), Powell (10), Schreiber and Wims 
(4) and Zaluzec (12). Values of «L were calculated using 
the constants obtained by Colby (25) from fitting the 
Burhop equation to the experimental data of Fink (26). 
Relative intensity factors and mass absorption 
coefficients were again taken from Schreiber and Wims (4) 
and Heinrich (28) respectively. 
Figure 4-1 shows k factors of K lines  for  elements 
of  atomic  number  12 to  30,  plotted as a function of 
K.a  characteristic X-ray energy.  In this  plot  k  values 
determined  relative  to Fe are distinguished from values 
that have been interpolated to give k   .  The  error  in 
XFe 
the  latter values are higher than for ratios determined 
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directly     to  Fe.     Presented  in   Table  4-6 is  a  list of the 
k       factors  which had  to  be  interpolated  for  presentation 
AB 
relative  to     Fe. The     table     shows     the     interpolation 
"route"   and  the  % error  from each  interpolation. 
In all of tha graphs presented in this section the 
error bars represent the relative error at the 95% 
confidence level. Figure 4-2 plots the experimental data 
of this study for K lines against the theoretical k 
factors  listed   in  Table 4-3. 
Figure 4-3 shows the range over which the K line 
theoretical data spread and how this compares with the 
experimental data of this study. Figure 4-4 plots the 
data of this study against the theoretical k factors that 
showed the best fit to our data, that is factors 
calculated using the ionization cross section models of 
Green-Cosslett (9), Mott-Massey (8) and Brown-Powell 
(11). 
In  Figure  4-5  the  results of  Cliff-Lorimer     (1)     and 
Lorimer    et    al.      (6)     are compared  with   the experimental 
data  of this  study.     The original  data    of    Cliff-Lorimer 
and     Lorimer    et     al.     was    determined    at     100kV and  was 
presented   relative   to  Si,   ie.,k       .     Their  data   have  been 
XSi 
adjusted  to   1< for  comparison    with    our     k values. 
XFe XFe 
The     adjustment  was made  by  interpolating   the  k values 
XSi 
to k using  Cliff-Lorimer's   k factor. 
XFe FeSi 
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Figure  4-6 compares the K line experimental data of 
this study with the experimental data of  Janossy  et  al 
(3)  and  McGill and Hubbard (5).  The work of Janossy et 
al was carried out at 80kV and involved the determination 
of a few k   factors.  Using their  own data  these  k 
AB AB 
values have been interpolated to k   for presentation in 
XFe 
Figure 4-6.  McGill and Hubbard determined their k values 
at  100kV and  the  data  was  presented relative to Si. 
Again the data has been adjusted to k    for comparison 
XFe 
with the experimental data of this study. 
Figure 4-7 shows the experimental data of this study 
and  the experimental data of Schreiber and Wims.  It was 
not possible to interpolate the limited k     values  of 
XSi 
Schreiber  and  Wims  to  k   , using their own data, and 
XFe 
therefore Figure 4-7 compares their k   data (determined 
XSi 
at 100kV), with interpolated k   values of this study. 
XSi 
Figure 4-8 presents the experimental L line data  of 
this study and from the work of Goldstein et al (2). 
Figure  4-9 compares the theoretical k factors for L 
lines listed in Table 4-4 with the experimental  data  of 
this  study  and the experimental data of Goldstein et al 
(2).  Similar to the data of Cliff-Lorimer (1), the data 
of  Goldstein et  al.  were  determined  at  100kV and 
presented relative to Si.  The data of Goldstein  et al. 
ware  adjusted to k   for presentation in Figure 4-9, by 
XFe 
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interpolation     with  the   Cliff-Lorimer   k k  factor   (1). 
FeSi 
The   Cliff-Lorimer  k   factor  was  used     because     adjustments 
to   the  data  made  in   the  original   study of Goldstein  et  al 
employed     Cliff-Lorimer     k     factors  to   interpolate  k       to 
AB 
k 
Figure 4-10 shows the range of values over which the 
theoretical k factors for L lines lie and compares this 
with the experimental data of this study and Goldstein et 
al . 
Figure 4-11 plots the experimental data of this 
study and Goldstein et al (2) against the theoretical k 
fictors that snowed the best fit to the experimental 
data, that is the theoretical k factors calculated using 
the ionization cross section models of Brown-Powell (11) 
and Powell (10). 
The EDS is unable to resolve the La and L0 lines for 
the elements Sr to Ag. Consequently the experimentally 
determined k factors of this study were obtained by 
ratioing the total X(L« +L0) intensity to the 
FeK« intensity. The theoretical k factors for Sr to Ag 
presented in Figure 4-9 have been adjusted, by 
multiplying by the appropriate relative intensity factor, 
to giv^ a ratio of X(La + L0)/FeK«. 
The k factor for Na, determined from an Albite 
sample, was unusually high.  An  experiment  was  carried 
47 
out  to  ascertain  if this  high  value  was due to the 
volatilization of Ha   from the Albite matrix.  Values  for 
k     were  calculated  from data collected for varying 
NaSi 
counting times and  with different  probe  sizes.    The 
results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4-12.  The 
.micrograph  in  Figure 4-13 shows the Albite sample after 
interaction with the electron beam. 
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Table 4-1 Experimental y  faotors t„  K 1±nes ^ ^ ^^ 
Relative Error at 95% C.L. 
-P 
CO 
Element 
Na 
Mg 
Al 
Si 
P 
S 
K 
Ca 
Ti 
Cr 
Mn 
Fe 
Co 
Ni 
Cu 
Zn 
Nb 
Mo 
Ag 
(1*0 kV) 
1.02 
,86 
.76 
.77 
.83 
.86 
.88 
.86 
.90 
1 .04 
1 .00 
.98 
1 .07 
1 .17 
1, .19 
2, ,14 
3. ,8 
9. 52 
Before 
Interpolation 
.004 
.02 
.004 
.005 
.03 
.014 
.005 
.03 
.006 
.025 
.005 
.006 
.009 
.007 
,02 
09 
07 
Final 
Error 
.03 
.04 
.004 
.06 
.03 
.04 
.06 
.34 
O 
Table 4-2:  Comparison of previous experimental k factors f 
Cliff-Lorimer 
(100 kV) Janossy et al. (80 kV) McGill and Element 1977* -Hubbard 
(100 kV) 
Na 2.46 
 _ 
Mg 1.23 + .08 
Al 
Si 
P 
.92 + .08 
.76 + ,u8 1.26 0.85 
1.16 
0.8 
0.71 
S 
K 
.79 + " 
Ca 
.81 + .05 0.86 0.77 
Ti 
.86 + .05 0.75 
Cr 
•91 + .05 
Mn 
Fe 
.95 + .05 0.98 
Co 1.05 
Ni 1.14 + .05 
Cu 1.23 + .05 
Zn 1.24 i. 
Nb 
Mo 3.38** 
Ag 6.6 5** 
*j£Z°rJ3ars*rom  1975[l] study 
""Data from 1975[l] study. 
or K lines 
Schreiber 
and Wims 
2.17 
1.44 
1.0U8 
1.72 
1.74 
Table 4-3:  Theoretical k factors for K lines 
Element k  * k  * k * 
 ™     BP   s.+w kz 
T 1M 1'34 ^ ^ !•" 1-09 
* 1.0-3 0.95- 0.898 1.03 0.836 0.793 
Al 0.893 0.822 0.777 0.877 0.723 0.696 
f °-781 °-723 0-6S7 0.769 0.638 0.623 
°-
813
 °-
759
 °-
7
" 0.803 0.67! 0.663 
8 0.827 0.776 0.7-3 0.817 0.688 0.689 
* 0.8W 0.779 0.755 0.807 0.701 0.722 
f? 0•8(", °-m »-"S 0.798 0.702 0.727 
V- °-892 °'869 °-853 0.888. 0.807 0.835 
* °-
938
 °-
925
 °-
917
 °-036 0.887 0.909 
f °'" 0•97^ °'97° °-3'9 0.958 0.965 
r
S 1
-° 
1
'° ^ i.o 1.0 l.o 
C° 1-063 1.069 1.07- 1.066 1.096 1.079 
"i 1.071 1.085 1.096 1.07- l.l„3 !  23 
Cu
 1.185 1.209 1.227 1.19 1>31 x' 
Z
" 1.2-5 1.278 1.305 1.255 1. .,* x'32 
"° 
3
-
13
 
3
-
52
 3.88 3.27 3.8- 3]„ 
Ag
 "-
58
 
6
-« 6.23 ,.91 5.93 6   28 
A MM - calculated using Mott-Massey expression for 
ionization cross section 
GC - calculated using Green-Cossiett expression for 
ionization cross-section 
P  - calculated using Powell expression for ioniza- 
tion cross section 
BP - calculated using Brown-Powell expression for 
ionization cross section 
S+W - calculated using Scnreiber + Wims expression for 
ionization cross section 
Z  - calculated using Zaluzec expression for 
ionization cross section 
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Table 4-4:  Comparison of experimental k factors for L lines 
en 
is) 
Element 
k 
(120 kv) 
Sr* 1.21 
Zr* 1.35 
Nb* U .9 
Ag* 1.18 
Sn 2.21 
Ba 
W 
Au 3.1 
Pb 
Relative Error at 95% C.L. 
Before Final 
Interpolation        Error 
+ .02 
+ .008 
+ .02 
+ .04 
+ 0.07 
.02 
.06 
.01 
.06 
.06 
09 
Goldstein et al, 
(1U0 kV) 
1.04 
2.39 
2.18 
2.43 
3.27 
4.14 
*k factors are  the ratio of XI La +     LfcO/FeKa 
en 
CO 
Table ».s,  Comparison of theoretioal y  ^^ ^ ^ ^ 
Element v 
Sr* 
Zr* 
Nb* 
Ag* 
Sn 
Ba 
W 
Au 
Pb 
P       k BP 
1.33 1.32 
1.26 l.2if 
L21 1.18 
i-ie 1.09 
2
-0y 1.93 
2-52 2.25 
3.37 2.68 
3.84 2.94 
4
-31 3.25 
*k factors are the ratio of X(La + L8)/FeKa 
MM - Mott-Massey 
P - Powell 
BP - Brown-Powell 
S+W- Schreiber + Wims 
2  - Zaluzec 
ks+w kz 
1,64 1.39 
l.bl 1.33 
1.43 1.28 
1.26 1.2b 
2.21 2.3 
2.49 2.83 
2.8 3.88 
3.05 4.43 
3.34 4.97 
Figure 4-1:  Variation of experimentally determined 
k factors for K lines with characteristic x-ray energy 
for a selection of the elements studied. 
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TABLE 4-6:  Interpolated k-Factors 
kXFe Interpolated From % Error at Each 
stage 
Mg Mg-Al 
Al-Si 
Fe-Si 
0.5 
2.b7 
1.23 
Al Al-Si 
Fe-Si 
2.6V 
1.23 
Co Co-Cu 
Cu-Mn 
Fe-Mn 
4.8 
0.8 
1.86 
Cu Cu-Mn 
Fe-Mn 
0.8 
1.86 
Zn Zn-cu 
Cu-Mn 
Fe-Mn 
0.6 
0.8 
1.8b 
Ag Al-Al 
Al-Si 
Fe-Si 
1.3 
2.67 
1.23 
Sr Sr-Ti 
Fe-Ti 
1.6 
3.5 
Zr Ca-Zr 
Ca-ir'e 
0.6 
0.6 
Nb Nb-Ni 
Fe-Ni 
2.3 
0.6 
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Figure 4— 2: Comparison of experimental results in 
Figure 4-1 witii the calculated k factors listed in 
Table 4-3. 
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Figure 4-9:  Comparison of experimentally determined 
k factors for L lines of this study with the previous 
experimental data of Goldstein et al. (100 kV; and 
the calculated k values listed in Table 4-3,  Below a 
characteristic x-ray energy of 3.2 keV the k factor 
is calculated using the intensity ratio of X(La + 
L$)/FeKa. 
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with time. Variation of the kNaSi:k factor 
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Figure 4-13:  The Albite sample after interaction 
with the electron beam. 
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4.1 SPINEL 
4.1.1 AEM Analysis 
Presented  in  Table 4-7 are the compositions of the 
Type 1 and Type 2 precipitates  given  in  wt? MgO and 
corresponding  atomic  formula.    The variability of the 
data at the 95-S confidence level and the %  relative error 
are  also shown.  The errors associated with the data are 
discussed in Section 5.1.1, page 105. 
Table 4-7: COMPOSITION of TYPE 1 and TYPE 2 
PRECIPITATE Type 1 Type   2 
Wt*   MgO 2.9 7.7 
95&  C.L 0. 19 0. 17 
%  RELATIVE 7 2.3 
ERROR 
ATOMIC  FORMULA MgO: (14- ■16)A1   0 
2  3 
Mg0:6Al   0 
2  3 
The  respective compositions were determined from a total 
of 60 readings, that is 60 readings for the Type 1  phase 
and  60  readings  for the Type 2 phase.  Analyses of the 
precipitates were taken from all samples except sample A, 
which had  the  shortest  heat  treatment  (15  hours  at 
o 
850 C).     The   precipitates  in  this  sample  were 
approximately 400A wide  and  too  small  for  analysis 
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without deconvolution of the data. 
Composition profiles  were  taken across the Type 1 
and Type 2 phases with data points at 500A intervals.  If 
tn-i  precipitate was wider than 1500A more than one  data 
point  was taken within it.  In each case the composition 
was found to be constant across the precipitate, i.e. no 
detectable  composition  profile  existed  within  the 
precipitate.   It was  therefore  not  necessary  to be 
exactly  at the center of the  precipitate  to get an 
accurate measure of the  composition.    The  composition 
profiles  taken from the Type 1 and the Type 2 phases are 
shown in Figures 4-14 and 4-15 respectively.   The  error 
bars in Figures 4-14 and 4-15 represent approximately 10% 
relative error   and are based on the relative error in the 
number  of counts at the 3*  confidence level.  The total, 
10%. relative error is the sum of the relative errors for 
I   and I  plus the error in the k factor measurement. 
Mg     Al 
Typical spectra taken from the matrix,  Type  1  and 
Type 2 are shown in Figure 4-16 
4.1.2 TEM Observations 
TYPE 1 
In   the early stages of growth Type   1   appears as   thin 
laths,     Figure     4-17.     With  longer aging   times  and  higher 
annealing   temperatures,   the  number of Type   1  precipitates 
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increases  and  che  laths  coarsen.  However, in samples 
o 
aged at 1050 C the number of precipitates ha  decreased 
whilst  their  size  has  increased.   In samples aged at 
o o 
950 C and 1050 C, coarsening produces a change to a more 
blocky morphology.   Figure 4-18A is a low magnification 
micrograph of the blocky morphology taken from  a sample 
o o 
aged  for 44 hours at 850 C and 25 hours at 1050 C.  This 
morphology is similar to that identified  by  Bansal  and 
Husur  (15)  as CfAl 0 .   Figure 4-18B is taken from the 
2 3 
same sample and shows, at a higher magnification, a  view 
of  the cross-section of this blocky morphology.  Running 
through the cross-section one can see the  planer defect 
that is associated with the Type 1 phase. 
The  blocky  and  lath morphologies, shown in Figure 
4-19, were taken from the same sample and show  identical 
diffraction patterns, presented in Figure 4-20.  They are 
therefore  crystallographically identical  precipitates, 
i.e.  Type  1.    Two  distinctly different diffraction 
patterns have     been  observed for Type 1, both appearing 
when the matrix is in a {111} orientation  (perpendicular 
to  the electron  beam).   One, shown in Figure 4-20 has 
precipitate spots in tne {110}   positions.   The other 
m 
shows precipitate spots parallel to the <211>  and <121> 
m m 
, shown in Figures 4-21 and 4-22 respectively. 
The  planer  crystal  defects associated with Type 1 
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(and particularly prominent in the coarsened morphology) 
are shown in Figure 4-23- The defects have opposite 
contrast in bright field, Figure 4-23A and dark field, 
Figure 4-233. This image contrast in conjunction with 
the curvy morphology of the defects are characteristic of 
Anti-Phase Boundaries (APB's). 
TYPE 2 
Diffraction patterns from Type 2 precipitates, taken 
with  a  {111}  matrix  orientation  and  a  {110} matrix 
orientation,  are  shown  in  Figures  4-24  and  4-25 
respectively.    When  the matrix is orientated with the 
beam perpendicular to the {111}, precipitate  reflections 
appear  parallel  to  the  <202> .  When the {110} matrix 
m 
planes  are  perpendicular   to  the  electron  beam, 
precipitate reflections appear parallel to the <200> . 
m 
Type   2  precipitates  have  a  very distinctive 
morphology,  characterized  by a  twinned  and  wavy or 
corrugated  nature.  Typical examples are shown in Figure 
4-27.  The precipitates generally appear in the  extended 
form shown in Figure 4-27, although isolated precipitates 
were  occ-jsionly observed,  Figure 4-28.  It is possible 
however that  these  isolated  Type  2 precipitates  are 
extended through the thickness of the foil. 
The  precipitates do  not change shape over a large 
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degree of tilt, indicating a small third dimension. This 
is shown by the sets of stereo-pairs presented in Figures 
4-28 and 4-29. Nevertheless, precipitates at the foil 
edge were tliick enough to go through the full thickness 
of the foil. This is shown in Figure 4-30, which is a 
canter dark field image of a Type 2 precipitate (taken 
using a matrix reflection). The lack of intensity along 
the precipitate indicates that there is no matrix above 
or below the precipitate. 
Precipitate Distribution 
Figure  4-31A shows the presence of both the Type 1 
o 
and Type 2 phases after aging for 15 hours at 850 C.   At 
this  stage  the precipitates are too small for analysis. 
The precipitates in Figure 4-31B are slightly larger, and 
more numerous, reflecting the longer  aging  time  of  44 
o 
hours at 850 C.  The diffracting conditions in micrograph 
4-31B have  been optimized  to show the lobes of strain 
contrast associated with the Type 2 phase. 
Figure 4-32 shows two views of the metastable phases 
o 
taken from a sample aged for 85 hours  at  850 C.    The 
difference  in the number of precipitates present in each 
micrograph  reflects   the   inhomogeneous   precipitate 
distribution  associated with all the samples observed in 
this investigation. 
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An  interesting micrograph, taken from a sample aged 
o 
for 10 days at 850 C, Figure 4-33, shows interpenatrating 
Type  1  and  Type  2 precipitates.    This  is  a  high 
magnification  micrograph, which shows what appears to be 
a Typa 1 precipitate that has grown through  the  Type  2 
precipitate.    The  significance of  this micrograph is 
discussed in Section 5.1.3- 
Figure 4-34 sows both Type 1 and Type 2 precipitates 
o 
after aging for 22 hours at 950 C.  The relative size  of 
the  Type  1  and  Type  2 precipitates in this area is 
significant in th3t Type 2 is much smaller than  Type  1. 
This large size difference is not typical throughout the 
sample and there are areas, as was shown in Figures  4-27 
and  4-29,  ^here  the  size of the Type 2 precipitate is 
comparable with that of the Type 1. 
Figure 4-35A shows a micrograph with both  types  of 
o 
metastable phase taken from a sample aged at 850 C for 44 
hours.   For contrast Figure 4-35B is taken from a sample 
o 
aged for 44 hours at 850 C and then given  an  additional 
o 
treatment of  25 hours at 1050 C to increase the size of 
the precipitates for analysis.  It is interesting to note 
that no  Type  2 precipitates  were  found  after   the 
additional heat treatment was given.  The additional heat 
treatment has  increased  the  precipitate size about 40 
times. 
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Figure  4-14:     Composition profile  of MgO concentra- 
tion in the matrix next to  a Type 1 precipitate, 
taken from a  sample  aged for  22  hours  at  9 50°C. 
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Figure 4-16 :  X-ray spectrum 
spinel matrix, (b) a Type 1 
a Type 2 precipitate. 
taken from (a) the 
precipitate, and (c) 
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77 
Figure 4-17:  The lath morphology of Type 1, taken 
from a sample aged for 15 hours at 8 5 0°C. 
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Figure 4-18:  (a; The coarsened morphology of Type 1 
which is identical to that identified by Bansal and 
Hueur as (XAI2O3.  Cb) A cross section view of this 
coarsened morphology with tne defect associated with 
the Type 1 phase running through 3 of the sections. 
Both micrographs taken from a sample aged for 44 hours 
at 850°C and 25 hours at 950°C. 
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Figure 4-19:  (a) An example of the lath morphology 
of Type 1 and (b) an example of the blocky morphology 
Both precipitates were present in the same sample, 
aged for 1 hour at 850°C and 10 hours at 950°C, and 
exhibit the same diffraction pattern which is shown 
in Figure 4-20. 
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Figure 4-20 : (a) a diffraction pattern taken from the 
Type 1 precipitates shown in Figure 4-19.  The pattern 
shows a^{lil} matrix orientation with precipitate 
reflections in the {110}m positions.  For comparison 
(b) shows a diffraction pattern of the matrix in a 
{ill} orientation. 
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Figure 4- 21: (a) shows a bright field image of a 
Type 1 precipitate taken from a sample aged for 1 hour 
at 850°C and 10 hours at 950°C.  (b) is the corres- 
ponding diffraction pattern with a {111} orientation 
in the matrix and precipitate reflections// to the 
<211> m. 
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[oii] 0.5 /z.m 
Figure 4-22:  (a) shows a bright field image of a 
Type 1 precipitate taken from a sample aged for 1 hour 
at 850°C and 10 hours at 950°C.  (b) is the corres- 
ponding diffraction pattern with a {111} orientation 
in the matrix and precipitate reflections// to the 
<121> m. 
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Figure 4- 24:  (a) a centered dark field image of a 
Type 2  precipitate taken from a sample aged for 8 5 
hours at B50°C.  (b) shows the corresponding diffrac- 
tion pattern with the matrix in a {111} orientation 
and precipitate reflections//to the <202>m. 
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Figure 4-25:  (a) shows a diffraction pattern taken 
from the Type 2 precipitate in Figure 4-2b.   The 
pattern has a {110} orientation in the matrix wirh 
precipitate reflections//to the <200> m.  For com- 
parison (b) snows a diffraction pattern of the 
matrix in a {110} orientation. 
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Figure 
to the 
taken from 
4-26:  The Type 2 precipitate corresponding 
diffraction pattern shown in Figure 4-25, 
sample aged for 85 hours at 850°C. 
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Figure 4-27:  (a) and (b) are examples of the twinning 
associated with the Type 2 phase and the corrugated 
morphology.  Both micrographs are taken from a sample 
aged for 22 hours at 950°C. 
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Figure 4-28:  An example of "isolated" Type 2 
SeSSic?t88 tak6n fr°m " Sample aged f°" "2 hour, 
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Figure 4-29: 
precipitates 
at 950°C. 
A stereo pair of "extended" Type 
taken from a sample aged for 2 2 
2 
hours 
90 
0.5 Mm 
Figure 4-30 :  (a) 
precipitate and ) a bright field image of a Type 2 
^ . (b) is a dark field image takpn ui+y, 
* ^* ^flection.  The lack of intenfitj along the 
oTSSow*?? ln^Cates *>** ^ere is no matrix Sfve or oeiow xt.  MicroersnhR taVor, -Fv,«~, -,  
for 8 5 hours at 8 5 0°C Micrographs taken from a sample aged 
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Figure 4-31:  (a; Type 1 and Type 2 precipitates taken 
from a sample aged for 15 hours at 8 50°C.  At this 
stage the precipitates are too small for analysis 
without deconvolution of the data. (b)   shows an area 
of Type 1 and Type 2 precipitates in a sample aged for 
44 hours at 8 50°C.  Diffracting conditions have been 
optimized to show the strain contrast around the Type 
2 precipitates. 
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Figure   4-3 2 
samples   in  this Tnvesrfgat-     °n  °bserved  *n  all :ion 
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Figure  4- 33: A Type   2   precipitate   with 
?^Cipjtate  that  appears  toTaCrgrown^ouK iaken  from  a  sample   aged  for  10  dSys  Jt   8?0°C 
1 
it, 
94 
"ST; sa'mpl 2li fo;n22T?r  2  """"iPiff»  taken 
size of the Typf  2 precipitate,  at19 = ?°C-     '^  small 
-V  indicate ?Lt tnT^TKaee^HLs^X * 
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[131]} 
Figure 4-35 :  (a; shows Type 1 and Type 2 precipitates 
in a sample aged for 44 hours at 850°C.  The micrograph 
(b) is taken from a sample that has been aged for 44 
hours at 850°C with an additional treatment of 25 hours 
at 1050°C.  The Type 1 precipitate in (b) is ^iOX the 
size of the Type 1 precipitate in (a).  No Type 2 
phase was observed after the second heat treatment. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
ID is obvious from Figure 4-1 that experimentally 
determined k factors do not vary smoothly with atomic 
number. It is not possible therefore to generate a 
calibration curve by fitting a polynomial expression to a 
few oxperimentally determined k factors, as was attempted 
by McGill and Hubbard (5). 
Theoretical k factors also do not vary smoothly with 
atomic number, (Z) , as can be seen from Figures 4-2 and 
4 9, although the deviation from a smooth curve is less 
pronounced than in the experimental data. Of the factors 
thac appear in Equation (2.1), for the calculation of k 
factors, the efficiency, < , and Atomic weight, A, terms 
do not vary smoothly with atomic number and it is the 
variation of these factors with Z that accounts for the 
observed variation of the k factors with Z. 
5.0.1 Comparison with Calculated values 
From Figure 4-2 it is clear that above Si the 
calculated and experimental values follow the same 
general trend: increasing with K energy. It is not 
possible at this stage to explain fully any differences 
between calculated and experimental values with certainty 
but the following factors should be considered : 
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1. Alternative expressions exist for the 
parameters   used   to    determine    k 
AB 
theoretically, for example there are at least 
six expressions available to calculate 
ionization cross sections for K lines, (4, 11, 
22, 9, 8, 11). The agreement between 
calculated and experimental data is dependent 
upon which theoretical models are chosen for 
the ionization cross section, relative 
intensity factor and fluorescence yield. 
2. Maher et al. (22) have found that theoretical 
k factors are influenced by the assumptions 
made with regard to the physical parameters in 
the EDS detector, ie( thickness of the Be 
window, Au layer, Si dead layer and Si active 
layer), If this is the case, then agreement 
between calculaced and experimental data will 
be limited by the accuracy with which the 
parameters of a particular detector are known. 
3. Each k factor is ratioed to Fe and therefore 
any error in the value for Fe used in equation 
(2.1) will introduce a systematic error into 
the calculated data plotted in Figure 4-2. 
Theoretical i< factors calculated using the 
Brown-Powell (10), Green Cosslett (9) and Mott-Massey (8) 
expressions for the ionization cross section show the 
closest agreement with the experimental data of this 
study. The average difference between the calculated and 
experimental data  was ~ H%. In  contrast, k factors 
calculated using the ionization cross section model of 
Schreiber and Wims (4) and Zaluzec (12) show a difference 
witn the experimental data of -"145L 
The assumption of Maher et al. (22), stated earlier, 
that theoretical k factors are influenced by the accuracy 
98 
with  which  the  physical parameters of the EDS detector 
are  Known  is  only valid  for  light  elements,  where 
detector  efficiency  is  low.   For  heavy  elements 
(ionization potential greater than l6keV) the theoretical 
k factor is sensitive to the assumed thickness of the  Si 
active  layer.    This  layer is generally accepted to be 
~3mm (12), although the actual thickness  of the  active 
layer  is dependent  upon  the  voltage  applied  to the 
detector.  It has been estimated that the  theoretical  k 
factor  for  AgK<* would be 20%  closer to the experimental 
value if an active layer thickness of  2mm  is  assumed. 
For elements with characteristic X-ray energies (for K, L 
or  M lines)  between 5-16 keV, detector efficiency is 
greater  than  95 % -    Consequently within  this  range, 
detector behavior nas a minimal influence on the value of 
k. Variations   in  detector  efficiency, « ,  between 
different EDS detectors is the major reason why k  factor 
calibration  curves differ from instrument to instrument, 
therefore if a k factor is independent of « it  can  be 
used as a universal standard.  As the detector efficiency 
for  SiK« is  81% as  compared with 98% for FeKa, k   k 
XFe 
factors are not as dependent on  EDS characteristics  as 
k    fajoors.    Hence, the k   factors, (where X is an 
XSi XFe 
element with an ionization potential between  5-16 keV), 
may be  regarded  as  universal  standards  for any STEM 
99 
operated at 120kV. 
Earlier work(1, 2, 6, 48) has shown a large 
discrepancy between calculated and experimental values 
for the light elements, Na, Mg and Al.In this study only 
the k factor for Na is significantly larger than the 
calculated value. The anomalously high value for Mg 
quoted by Wood et al(55) has been attributed to 
inhomogeneicy of tne original Cliff-Lorimer Antigorite 
sample. The Mg value found from the stoichiometric 
Spinel agrees well with the calculated value. 
There is strong evidence that mass volatilization of 
N,a occurs  when  Albite is exposed to the electron beam. 
Figure 4-12 shows that the value of k     can  increase 
NaSi 
from  3-7 to  21 over a counting period of 200 seconds . 
This increase in k is consistent with loss of Na from the 
Albite matrix.  Further, beam damage of the  sample,  as 
shown  in  Figure  4-13,  was  invariably observed in the 
specimen during the  time necessary  to  obtain  10,000 
counts  in  the  Na. peak.   A value for k     could be 
Na-Si 
obtained by extrapolation of the curve in Figure 4-12  to 
zero  time  .   However  this  is not a reliable method, 
because the errors  involved in  k      values  at  low 
Na-Si 
counting  times are of  the order of  100%.    Carbon 
contamination as suggested by Mehta et al(48) to  explain 
the  high value of k    cannot explain the high value in 
Ha Si 
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this  study,  since minimal contamination was observed in 
the ion-pumped stage of the EM400T. 
The discrepancy between theoretical and experimental 
K factors for L lines is larger than for K lines. The 
closest agreement between theoretical k factors and the 
experimental data of this study was again found when 
theoretical k factors were calculated using the 
ionization cross section models of Brown-Powell (11) and 
Powell (10). With this model the average difference 
between theoretical and experimental values was "■* 12%, 
(as opposed to 4% for K lines). The largest average 
discrepancies, *-' 36%, between theoretical and 
experimental k factors were obtained when theoretical k 
factors were calculated using the ionization cross 
section model of Mott and Massey (8). 
The difference in the values of the ionization cross 
sections for L lines are much larger than for K lines, 
indicating a greater uncertainty in the L line cross 
section. The uncertainty associated with the L line 
ionization cross section may be largely responsible for 
the discrepancies between the theoretical and 
experimental k factors. Another reason for the 
discrepancy may be related to the fact that the 
characteristic X-ray energies for the L lines 
investigated  in  this study are below 3.5keV (except for 
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AuL«).  In this energy range the EDS detector is only 80% 
efficient.    Therefore  inaccuracies  in  the calculated 
value of « :nay. as suggested by Maher et al.  (22),  also 
affect the value of k 
AB 
5.0.2 Comparison With Previous Data. 
In  figure  4-5 the experimental K line data of this 
study are  compared  with  the  experimental  results  of 
Lorimer  and  coworkers.(1)(6)  The data points shown are 
those given in the latest paper by Lorimer et al.(6)  but 
the  error  bars  (where shown) are those reported in the 
original work by Cliff and Lorimer, (1) since the  latter 
work s.lowed  no  error  bars.   In the majority of cases 
there is  overlap between  the  experimental   results, 
although  invariably the errors  in this investigation are 
significantly lower.  Discrepancies at the lower  end  of 
the  energy range    may be related to, differences in the 
EDS,   problems  of  specimen  degradation,   relative 
contamination  rates between the EMiMA4 and the EM400T and 
differences in the methods of data  handling.    Further 
comparisons  >vith  the  data  of  Janossy (3), McGill and 
Hubbard (5) and Schreiber and Wims (4)  show  that  there 
can be limited correlation between experimental k values. 
In  conclusion  it  is  clear  that differences  in  the 
experimental values of k  exist .  Discrepancies may  be 
AB 
partially  accounted  for by  the  fact that if data are 
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experimentally  determined relative to Si, EDS efficiency 
will affect the k   value.  Consequently different  EDS 
X3i 
systems may yield different values of k. This problem can 
be  circumvented, to a certain extent, by determining the 
k values relative to Fe.  Nevertheless, below ionization 
energies of approximately 5keV (ie Ti for K lines), it is 
still  necessary  to determine k factors empirically for 
individual instruments, if errors are to be below 5%. 
5.0.3 Quality of the Data 
The error bars on the experimental data in Figures 
4-1, and 4-9 represent the relative error at the 95% 
confidence level for the k factors, determined using the 
Student t analysis for 30 individual readings taken from 
~ 10 different areas on     each  sample.   The  calculated 
(5.1) 
error   in k   can be 'given by: 
AB 
n-1    1/2 
3error=t    /n   x Sc/k   x 100 
95 AB 
n-1 
where  t      is the Student t value for n readings at a 
95 
95% confidence limit, Sc is the standard deviation for  n 
readings, and k   is the mean k  value. 
AB AB 
The measurement errors  for  k    approach -"0.5$ 
XFe 
relative  in  a  few selected  cases.   More  typically 
measurement errors    are in the range -M  to ±4%.  If the 
k   values  are  interpolated  to give  k    then  the 
AB XFe 
individual errors  must be added after each interpolation. 
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As  shown in Table 4-1, the final cumulative error in the 
k   value may be considerably larger than  the  original 
XFe 
k   value.   In Figures 4-1, 4-9, where an interpolation 
AB 
has been carried oui the error bars represent the  final 
cumulative  error.    Clearly  errors  in interpolated k 
factors will  always  be  larger   than experimentally 
determined k factors. 
Table  4-6 shows  which  k  factors were  used  to 
interpolate  the data  that were  not experimentally 
determined  relative  to  Fe.   To interpolate to k   we 
XFe 
divide by the appropriate k factor, eg, to  obtain k 
ZnFe 
from k    : 
ZnCu 
k     / k     = k (5.2) 
Zn-Cu    Mn-Cu   Zn-Mn 
and 
k /   k =  k (5.3) 
Zn-Mn Fe-Mn Zn-Fe 
The     l>     relative  error   in   the  k ,   k and  k 
ZnCu       CuMn FeMn 
factors being   added   to  give   the   final   error   in  the     k 
ZnFe 
factor. 
To obtain the most accurate experimental data it is 
always advisable to create the required standards so that 
inuerpoLation errors need  not  be  taken  into  account. 
However  it  is occasionally  impossible  to  create the 
required standards (for example if suitable single  phase 
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alloys or stoiGhiometric compounds cannot be found) and 
in this case interpolation, of existing k factor data or 
us2 of calculated k factors is the only possible route 
for quantification. 
5. 1 SPINEL 
5.1.1 Stem Analysis 
The composition of the  Type  1  precipitate phase 
measured during this investigation, is in close agreement 
with  that  found  previously, i.e. MgOmAl 0 , where n = 
2 3 
1j 16, as reported by Jagodzinski (52), 15 as  reported by 
Doukhan et.al. (53)  and  (12-14)  as measured  by this 
investigation.  The composition of the Type 2 precipitate 
had  not  previously been  determined, and is found to be 
MgO:5Al 0 .  There is a smaller error associated with the 
2 3 
composition of Type 2, as compared to Type 1, because the 
higher wt% Mg in Type 2 gives better counting  statistics 
and hence a smaller error. 
The  thickness  at  which  samples exceeded the thin 
film criterion, was calculated to be over 4000A.  As all 
X-ray data were taken at the foil edge, (thicknesses less 
than   1000A),  it  was  not  necessary  to correct  for 
absorption effects.  The effect of  fluorescence  in  the 
spinel  system,  calculated  using  Equation  (2.14), was 
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found to be negligible and no corrections were applied to 
tne data. 
All data were collected with the broadened beam 
fully contained within the precipitate. From equation 
(2.17), beam spreading, in the Type 1 or Type 2 
precipitates or in the spinel matrix, was found to be of 
the order of 600A at a foil thickness of 4000A. A 100A 
focussed spot was used to collect the data, giving a 
spatial resolution of ~ 700A. As foil thickness at the 
point of analysis was always less than 4000A, a spatial 
resolution of ~>700A is a very conservative value. The 
width of precipitates analyzed ranged from 2000A-20,OOOA 
for Type 1, and 1000A-2500A for Type 2. Consequently 
beam spreading into the matrix was not deemed to be a 
problem. 
Precipitate  /  matrix  interfaces  were oriented 
parallel to the electron beam for analysis.    They  were 
assumed  to  be  parallel  when  the precipitate / matrix 
interface was in sharp contrast, with no fringe contrast 
evident, and with the precipitate at it's thinnest point. 
For  analysis,  these  conditions  were  always satisfied 
o 
within £10 from the  horizontal.    In  all  cases  the 
precipitate  was thought to go through the full thickness 
of the foil.  A center dark field  micrograph,  shown  in 
Figure 4-30, obtained using a matrix reflection, shows no 
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intensity  along  the precipitate region, indicating that 
no matrix is present  above or  below  the  precipitate. 
Further,  as all analysis points were at the foil edge it 
seems likely that precipitates would be through the  full 
thickness. 
To   investigate  the  effect  of specimen-detector 
orientation on the compositional data two  analyses  were 
taken.  Analysis A was taken with the detector orientated 
such  that  the  analyzed  X-rays  passed through thinner 
portions of the foil.   For  analysis  B the  foil  was 
o 
physically  rotated  through  180 C  so that the analyzed 
X-rays would pass through the  thicker  portions  of the 
foil.  No change in composition data was observed between 
the  two  conditions, and it was concluded that the X-ray 
data was independent of  specimen-detector geometry. 
The  errors  associated   with  the   determined 
compositions  were  caLculated  using a Student t test at 
the 95% confidence level, equation  (5.1).    Considering 
that  60  readings  were oaken for both Type 1 and Type 2 
precipitates, the errors are rather  large.   There  are 
three  factors  contributing  to  the inaccuracies of the 
quantification :nethod; 
1. Peak Overlap (as can be seen from Figure 4-16) 
2. Low  MgO concentrations  (resulting  in  poor 
counting statistics), and 
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3. Rapidly changing background at the low energy 
end of the spectrum. 
Such non-ideal conditions make background subtraction and 
peak fitting more difficult, and account for the observed 
variation in the d-jta. 
5.1.2 TEM Observations 
TYPE 1 
As stated earlier in Section 4.1.2, page 69, it is 
thought that the planer defects associated with the Type 
1 phase are Anti-Phase Boundaries (APB's). A 
characteristic of APB's is a symmetrical fringe contrast, 
that is fringes at the top and bottom of the foil are 
either both bright or both dark. No fringe contrast is 
observed in the defects in the Type 1 phase, Figure 4-23. 
This may be expected however if the extinction distance 
of the phase is much larger than the precipitate 
thickness. Despite the absence of any fringe contrast, 
considering the wavy nature of the defects in the Type 1 
phase, in conjunction with the fact that they show 
opposite contrast in bright field and dark field images, 
it is assumed that the defects are APB's. 
Anti-phase boundaries are indicative of an ordered 
structure. There have been no comments, or explanations, 
in the literature as to why Type  1  should  be  ordered. 
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Jagodzinski (52) suggested that Type 1 may be regarded as 
the  "cubic  analogue" to CfAl 0 .  A review by Ervin (56) 
2 3 
discusses the structure of 0A1 0 which is  ordered,  and 
2 3 
described  as  a "cubic analogue" of CfAl 0 , in which the 
2 3 
oxygen anions are in a cubic close  packing  arrangement. 
0A1 0  is  known  to  have the spinel structure but with 
2 3 
vacant cation sites (57). 
There is a straightforward  analogy  between  0A1 0 
2 3 
structures  and  order-disorder  structures  in metallic 
alloys.  In certain quenched alloys the distribution  of 
two  different  kinds of metal atoms over   the available 
lattice positions is completely random, i.e.  disordered. 
When  the  alloy  is annealed,  atoms of different kinds 
migrate to definite positions, forming a superlattice  or 
ordered  structure,  with more  complex  symmetry.    In 
0A1 0 , aluminum ions and vacancies may be  regarded  as 
2 3 
two  different units.  Their distribution over available 
cation  sites  is  random when  0A1 0  forms  at   low 
2 3 
temperatures  (corresponding  to quenched  alloys),  and 
ordered when 0A1 0  is  formed  at  higher  temperatures 
2 3 
(corresponding to annealed alloys).  Ervin (56) suggested 
that the occurrence of a multiplicity of forms of 0A1 0 , 
2 3 
can be attributed to the existence of intermediate stages 
between a  random  cation distribution and a completely 
ordered distribution. 
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The  Type 1 phase is not exactly analogous to 0A1 0 
2 + 2 3 
in that it also contains 1.65 wt%  Mg    ions  and  it is 
distorted  to  a monoclinic structure with respect to the 
cations.  However Jagodzinski (52) did suggest  that  the 
voids  in  the  incompletely occupied  lattice of Type 1 
formed a complex superstructure.  It may be possible that 
the Type 1 phase is an ordered form of 9.M   0  and  thus 
2 3 
exhibits  anti-phase boundaries.  However, other than the 
observation of anti-phase boundaries there is  no direct 
evidence,   from  this  investigation,  to  support  the 
proposal . 
TYPE 2 
Type 2 precipitates may ba identified by their 
distinctive twinned morphology, which is shown in Figure 
4-27 • It is not Known why the precipitate undergoes 
twinning,  but  Lewis  (14)  has  suggested that twinning 
occurs during  growth,  with  the  (100)  as  the  twin 
P 
composition plane. 
The morphology of Type  2  is complex and in many 
instances appaars corrugated, Figure 4-27 and  4-28.    A 
similar  morphology  to  this  exists when Spencer M, a 
perthitic  alkali  feldspar,  spinodally  decomposes,  as 
observed  by  Lorimer and Champness (58).  They suggested 
that the "wavy" or corrugated nature in this feldspar was 
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produced  during the  coarsening  process  as low-energy 
crystallographic  interfaces develop.    Using  elastic, 
crystallographic and thermodynamic data, Jantzen (16) has 
predicted  that  the MgAl 0 -Al 0 system could decompose 
2 4  2 3 
by a spinodal mode.  However  there  is  no  experimental 
verification of this. 
Bansal   and   Heuer   (15)  observed  that  Type  1 
precipitates  nucleated   preferentially   (but   not 
exclusively)  on grown-in  sub-boundaries  and  isolated 
dislocations.  Type 2 precipitates  were  also  found  to 
nucleate  on  partial  dislocations  and  sub-boundaries. 
This also  concurs  with  the  findings of  Lewis,  (14) 
although th3 crystals used by Lewis were deformed to give 
an  abnormally high dislocation density.  Contrary to the 
previous investigation, in  this  study no  evidence  of 
dislocation assisted nucleation was observed for the Type 
1  or Type  2 phases.   However  the  distribution  of 
precipitates throughout the  foil  was  not  homogeneous, 
indicating heterogeneous nucleation. 
5.1.3 Precipitation Sequence 
The evidence presented in this investigation, with 
regard to the nucleation sequence of the metastable 
precipitates, indicates that the Type 2 phase will 
nucleate first. This is contrary to Jantzen (16), who 
observed  that  the  Type 1 phase nucleated first, in the 
11 1 
form of a  pre-precipitate  present  in the as-quenched 
sample. 
As the original intent of this investigation did not 
involve  a  study of nucleation,  the   shortest  heat 
o 
treatment  examined  was 15 hours at 850 C and, as can be 
seen from Figure 4-31, the  microstructure  consisted  of 
both Type 1 and 2 precipitates.  Consequently no evidence 
can  be  presented   to  contradict  Jantzen's   (16) 
observations directly.    However  evidence  based  on 
compositional  analysis,  calculations of volume strains 
associated with precipitation and TEM observations,  all 
indioace that Type 2 would be the first to nucleate. 
Compositional Analysis 
The  composition  sequence with respect to wt% Al 0 
2 3 
Matrix ~ 39 wtj Al 0 
2 3 
Type 2 " 92.7 wt* Al 0 
2 3 
Type 1 ~ 97.25 wt%  Al 0 
2 3 
CfAl   0    Maximum  solubility of  MgO approximately 
2 3 
100pp.ii   (59) 
If the Type 1 phase were  to  nucleate  first,  then 
precipitation  of the  Type  2 phase  would  have to be 
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accompanied  by  the dissolution of  Type 1, a phase of 
similar crystal structure and lower  MgO content.    The 
continual  enrichment in Al 0  ( or depletion in vit%  MgO) 
2 3 
as the equilibrium composition is approached  would  seem 
to be a more logical precipitation sequence. 
Composition  profiles  were  taken across Type 1 and 
Type 2 precipitates with the aim of finding out if Type 2 
was dissolving.  The profiles shown in Figures  4-14  and 
4-15,   taken   from  Type  1  and  Type  2 precipitates 
respectively, indicate that both Type 1 and  Type  2 are 
dissolving.    This  behavior  can  be  explained  if one 
assumes  that equilibrium CfAl 0  is  forming  at   the 
2 3 
surface.     Then  both  metastable  precipitates  would 
dissolve in order to  transfer  excess  aluminum  to  the 
surface for growth of the equilibrium precipitate. 
Volume Strain 
The  difficulty of precipitating  the  equilibrium 
CfAl 0 phase, as observed  by  Saalfeld  and  Jagodzinski 
2 3 
(13)  and Donlon     et  al (17), indicates that there is a 
very large barrier  for  nucleating  this  phase  in  the 
spinel  matrix.    This barrier is thought to result from 
the transformation of  the  oxygen  sublattice  from  the 
cubic  close-packing  of  spinel   to   the  hexagonal 
close-packing of CfAl 0 .  In contrast, the  precipitation 
2 3 
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of      the      metastable       phasas       only       involves       cation 
redistribution;       the       fee       oxygen       sublattice       being 
continuous     between     precipitate     and  matrix.     While  this 
fee  to   hop  transformation  does  not     involve    much     volume 
strain     in  close  packed metals,   e.g.   Co,   there   is  a  large 
strain   encountered   in   the  case  of spinel.     For   example  at 
o 
350 C     the       lattice       parameter       of       MgO:3.5Al   0 is 
2  3 
approximately     7.98A   (16).     There  are   32 oxygen  atoms  per 
unit cell,   and   so   the   volume  per   oxygen  atom  in   spinel   is 
3 
15.88A   .     The   corresponding   unit     cell     of    CfAl   0  ,     with 
2  3 
a   =4.759A    and     c   =12.989A,     contains     18    oxygen  anions, 
o o 3 
giving   a   volume  per  oxygen  atom of     14.15A   . There     is 
therefore    a   10.9%  volume  change  on  precipitation,   and   it 
is   this   large   lattice   strain  that  leads   to  the     difficult 
nucleation  of CfAl   0   . 
2  3 
The     corresponding    lattice     strains     involved     upon 
precipitation  of  Type   1  and   2 were   also     calculated     (see 
Appendix     2).        Type   1,   with   lattice  parameters  as  quoted 
by   Saalfeld  and   Jagodzinski   (13), of a   =9.31A,     b  =5.64A, 
o o                       o 
c   =12. 1A     and   6=110.1*6   ,     was    calculated     to  contain  40 
o 
oxygen  atoms per  unit  cell.     This corresponds  to  a  volume 
3 
per   oxygen    ato.n    of     14.88A   . The     volume     change     on 
precipitation   from  the   spinel matrix  is   6.3%. 
The     unit     cell     dimensions  of  the   Type   2 phase   were 
found  by   Lewis   (14)   to  be,   a   =5.1A,   b  =4.0A,   c   =5.65A  and 
o o o 
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o 
£=123.68   .  Calculations show that a unit cell based on 
these dimensions, will contain 6 oxygen atoms,  giving  a 
3 
volume per    oxygen  atom of 15.98A .  This results in a 
lattice expansion on precipitation of the  Type  2 phase 
from  the  spinel matrix, such that the volume strain is 
only 0.6355. 
There appears to be a gradual increase in the volume 
difference with respect to the spinel matrix from Type  2 
to  Type  1  to GfAl 0 .    Therefore  from volume strain 
2 3 
considerations alone, it would appear easier to  nucleate 
the Type 2 prior to Type 1. 
TEM Observations 
The  early stages of nucleation were not observed in 
this investigation.  However in samples H  and  J,  which 
were  given a    double  heat treatment, H for 15 hours at 
o o 
850 C, and then 25 hours at 1050 C, and J for 44 hours at 
o o 
850 C,  followed  by 25 hours  at  1050 C,  there  are 
indications  that  Type 1 is the more stable precipitate. 
o 
After the first anneal at 850 C, both Type 1 and  Type  2 
precipitates  were  present,  as  can be seen from Figure 
4-31  page  /3.    Upon  examination  after  the   second 
treatment,  Figure  4-35,  Type  2 precipitates were not 
observed.    This  seems  to  suggest  that  Type  2 has 
dissolved in th^ presence of the more stable precipitate. 
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The micrograph of intersecting Type 1 and Type 2 
precipitates, shown in Figure 4-33, seems to indicate 
that the Type 1 phase forms after the Type 2 phase. The 
Type 1 precipitate appears to have sectioned part of the 
Type 2 phase. This could only occur if the Type 1 
precipitate were to grow through an existing Type 2 
precipitate. Further, at the intersection of the two 
precipitates (marked with an arrow in Figure 4-33) the 
Type 2 phase seems to be necking down, which would be 
consistent with the dissolution of Type 2 as the more 
stable phas?, Type 1, grows. 
5.1.4 Precipitation of CfAl 0 
2 3 
Equilibrium CfAl 0  was  not observed in any of the 
2 3 
samples examined in this investigation.  This is probably 
due to the nature of the sample preparation.   Slices  of 
spinel,  250/xm  thick were heat treated and subsequently 
ground to ~ 50^, followed by  ion  beam  thinning  to 
Q.2fjLtn. It  seems  likely that any CfAl 0 that may have 
2 3 
grown on the surface, would be removed  in  the  thinning 
processes. 
Bansal  and  Hueur  (15)  stated  that they observed 
o 
equilibrium CfAl 0 after aging  at  44 hours  at  850 C. 
2 3 
However morphology of  the phase which Bansal and Heuer 
identify as CfAl 0 , is identical to that shown in  Figure 
2 3 
4-13.    Diffraction  analysis, shown in Figure 4-20, and 
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compositional data, show this to have the same structure 
■33 the lath morphology of the Type 1 phase, Figure ,_19. 
The change in morphology is thought t< 
Ostwald ripening (17). 
>o   be caused by 
117 
6.  CONCLUSIONS 
k Factors 
Several points regarding the use of experimentally 
determined or theoretically calculated k factors to 
carry out quantitative microanalysis may be concluded 
from this investigation.  That is: 
• The k values determined experimentally relative 
to Fe, for elements with characteristic X-ray energies 
between 5-16 keV, may be used as universal standards 
for quantitative microanalysis with a STEM. 
• The close agreement between the experimental K 
line data of this study and theoretical k factors 
calculated using the ionization cross section models 
of Green-Cosslett (9), Moss-Massey (8) and Brown-Powell 
(11), indicates that for K lines, standardless analysis 
using the above ionization cross section models is an 
accurate method of quantitative analysis. 
• Due to the large variation of ionization cross 
section values for L lines, the use of experimental k 
factors is a more accurate method of quantitation than 
standardless analysis. 
• If the k factor is dependent upon characteristics 
of the EDS detector, ie. k factors for lignt elements, 
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then for maximum accuracy in quantitation these k 
values should be determined for individual instruments. 
Spinel 
Quantitative EDS analysis of the Type 1 and Type 
2 phases in magnesium aluminate spinel showed that: 
• The composition of the Type 1 phase is 
MgO:(12-14JA1203. 
• The composition of the Type 2 phase is MgOrbA^Oo. 
• Also with respect to the precipitation sequence 
of the phases, volume strain calculations, TEM obser- 
vations and composition analysis indicate that the 
Type 2 phase probably nucleates before the Type 1 phase, 
119 
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I. THE SPINEL STRUCTURE 
The spinel structure has 56 oxygen atoms / unit cell 
2- 2+ 
with  the  0   forming an fee lattice.  Mg  ions occupy 
3 + 
1/8th of the tetrahedral holes and the Al   ions occupy 
1/2 of the oetrahedral holes. 
It is conventional to represent the structure with 
the cations describing the corners of the unit cell. 
However a schematic of the structure with the oxygen ions 
at the corners of the unit cell (as shown in Figure 6-1), 
can be useful to help understand the symmetry present in 
the spinel structure. 
Figure 5-1 shows the arrangement of ions in a unit 
cell of spinel on planes parallel to the (100). 
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Figure 6-1: The Spinel Structure as it is built up 
parallel to the (100) 
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II. CALCULATION OF VOLUME/OXYGEN ATOM 
Table 6-1  is  a list of  unit cell volumes, // of 
oxygen atoms/unit cell and the volume/oxygen atom for the 
spinel, Type 1, Type 2 and CfAl 0 phases. 
2 3 
Table   6-1:   VOLUME/OXYGEN ATOM 
UNIT  CELL        #  OXYGEN   ATOMS VOLUME 
PHASE VOLUME /UNIT  CELL /OXYGEN  ATOM 
Spinel 508.17 32 15.88 
Type   2 95.91 6 15.98 
Type   1 595.27 40 14.88 
CfAl   0 254.76 18 14. 15 
2  3 
The   cell   volume  of the   spinel   was     calculated     using 
16 o 
the    data     of  Jantzen for   a    at   850 C.     The  parameters 
o 
for   the  Type   1   and  2 phases   were   taken   from  Saalfeld     and 
13 
Jagodzinski 
Oxygen  Atoms /   Unit  Cell. 
Figures     6-2    and     6-3     were     used     to  calculate   the 
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number of oxygen acorns in a unit cell of the Type 1 and 
Type 2 precipitates respectively. 
Figure 6-2 presents a 2D projection of a  unit  cell 
of  the  Type  1  phase,  (showing  a,  c,  and $   ).  The 
projection is made on the (110) matrix plane.  Planes of 
oxygen  atoms  parallel  to  the  (110)   have a stacking 
m 
sequence of ABABAB....  and  Figure  6-2  shows  the 
arrangement  of oxygen  atoms on the A and B planes in a 
unit cell of Type 1.  There are a total of H    planes of 
oxygen  atoms,  parallel  to  the  (110) ,  within  the b 
m 
direction  of a  unit  cell  of the   Type   1   phase, 
i.e.(A/2,B,A,B,A/2).    Each  A and B plane has 10 oxgen 
atoms giving a total of 40 oxygen atoms in a unit cell of 
a Type 1 precipitate. 
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In  Figure 6-3 the region WXYZ is a 2D projection of 
4 unit cells of the Type 2 phase.  The projection  is on 
the (001) matrix plane which also has a stacking sequence 
of  ABABAB     The schematic shows the arrangement of 
oxygen atoms on the  A and B planes.   There  are only  2 
planes of oxygen atoms, parallel to the (001)  within the 
m 
b  parameter  of a  unit cell  of  the  Type  2 phase 
i.e.(A/2.B,A/2).  The diagram shows  that  there  are  12 
oxygen  atoms on  an  A plane and 12 oxygen atoms on a B 
plane, giving a total of 24 oxygen atoms in 4 unit cells, 
therefore one unit cell of the Type 2 phase  contains  6 
oxygen atoms. 
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III. STANDARDLESS ANALYSIS DATABASE 
Table  6-2 presents a list of the relative intensity 
factors, detector efficiencies and  fluorescence  yields, 
7 
for  K  and  L lines,  that  were used by Goldstein   to 
calculate theoretical k factors. 
Table 6-3 lists the ionization cross section  values 
8 
calculated   using  the  models  of  Mott-Massey   , 
9        10 11 
Green-Cosslett  , Powell   , Brown-Powell    ,  Schreiber 
4 12 
and /Jims  and Zaluzec 
Table 6-4 presents a list of the constants used to 
calculate calculate the ionization cross section values 
listed in Table 6-3- 
Presented in Table 6-5 are the constants used to 
calculate fluorescent yields and Table 6-6 shows the 
equations derived by Schreiber and Wims for calculating 
relative intensity factors. 
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Table 6-2 :  Fluorescence yields, (to) , relative 
intensity factors, (a), and detector efficiencies, 
e, used to calculate theoretical k factors. 
K  Lines 
Na 11 
Mg 12 
Al 13 
Si 14 
P 15 
S 16 
K 17 
Ca 20 
Ti 22 
Cr 24 
Mn 25 
Fe 26 
Co 27 
Ni 28 
Cu 29 
Zn 30 
Mo 42 
Ag 47 
L Lines 
"K 
0 .0192 
0 .0265 
0 .0357 
0 .0469 
0 .0603 
0 .0760 
0 .138 
0 .163 
0, .219 
0, .281 
0, ,314 
0. ,347 
0. ,381 
0. 414 
0. 446 
0. 479 
0. 764 
0. 830 
aK e 
0.999 0.437 
0.989 0.604 
0.978 0.727 
0.9 6 6. 0.811 
0.953 0.816 
0.940 0.792 
0.894 0.898 
0.883 0.915 
0.882 0.949 
0.880 0.968 
0.880 0.975 
0.879 0.980 
0.878 0.983 
0.878 0.983 
0.877 0.987 
0.875 0.991 
0.835 0.993 
0.822 0.995 
§     S s:ISi F *•- 
Ba 56 S'?;i5 °'569 0.898 
W 74 n'^nu 0'495 °-948 
Au 79 ni?« °'506 °'99 Pb 82 Si5fi °'513 °'993 82
 0.386 0.507 0.995 
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GO 
tn 
K Lines 
Na 
Mg 
Al 
Si 
P 
S 
K 
Ca 
Ti 
Cr 
Mn 
Fe 
Co 
Ni 
Cu 
Zn 
Mo 
Ag 
Table 6-3:  Ionization cross section values, Q, used 
calculate the sets of theoretical k factors to 
<MM 
1.811xl0"21 
1.439xl0~21 
1.163xl0~21 
9.554xl0~22 
7.957xl0~22 
6.712xlO"22 
4.238xl0"22 
3.692xl0"22 
2.861xl0~22 
2.265xl0~22 
2.030xl0~22 
1.82 xlO"22 
1.648xl0~22 
1..494xl0~22 
1.358xl0"22 
1.236xl0~22 
0.473xl0~22 
0.339xi0"22 
<GC 
2.668x10 
2.106x10 
-21 
-21 
1.381x10 
1.691xl0~21 
-21 
-21 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
1 
9 
5. 
5 
3, 
3, 
2. 
2. 
2. 
1. 
.142x10 
578x10 
935x10 
138x10 
932x10 
074x10 
737x10 
446x10 
194x10 
975x10 
1.783xl0"22 
1.613xl0-22 
0.564x10 -22 
,-22 
Qp* 
<BP 
3.585xl0~21 2.414xlU~21 
2.8iyxl0~21 1.916xl0~21 
2.254X10"21 1.55 xl0~21 
1.832xlO"21 1.269X10"21 
510xl0"21 1 055x10 
1.261x10 
7.71x10 
6.648x10 
5.043x10 
3.907xlU 
3.462x10 
3.080x10 
2.749x10 
2.462x10 
2.212x10 
1.990x10 
-*1 
-2 2 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-21 
22 8.893x10- 
-22 
.60 xlO' 
.87 xlO 
.76 xlO 
,97 xlO 
66 xlO 
39 xlO 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
15 xlO"22 
95 xlO 
0.643x10 -22 
1.77 xlO 
1.605x10 
0.593x10 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
<S+W 
385x10" 0.421xl0~22   0.414xl0~22 
4.84  xlO 
3.798x10 
3.037xlU 
2.473x10 
2.042x10 
1.708x10 
1.042x10 
8 .95  xlO 
6.69  xlO 
50.65x10 
4.421x10 
3.865x10 
3.381x10 
^.961x10 
2.592x10 
2.266x10 
0.816x10 
0.555x10' 
7T 
-21 
-21 
-21 
-21 
-21 
-21 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
V 
4.45  xlu"21 
3.45  xlO'21 
2.72  xlO"21 
2.1a3xl0*21 
1.78  xl0~21 
1.47  xlO-21 
,-22 8.718x10 
7 
5 
4 
3 
3, 
2 , 
2. 
2. 
2. 
.45 xlO 
,57 xlO 
,26 xlO 
76 xlO 
33 xlO 
96 xlu 
371x10 
3b xlO 
12  xiO 
0.68UxlO 
0.451x10 
•22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 
■22 
-22 
■22 
-22 
Table   6-3,   cont'd. 
L Lines 0  * VMM QP* 0  * 0  * Qz* 
Sr 2.56 xlO-21 5.59 xl0~21 4.37 xlu"21 5.714xl0~21 5.80 xlO-21 
Zr 2.177xl0~21 4.703xl0^21 -21 3.72 xlO 4.942xl0~21 -21 4.83 XlO   " 
Nb 2.014xl0~21 4.33 xl0~21 -21 3.45 xlO ^x 4.611xlu~21 4.423xl0~21 
Ag 1.325xl0~21 2.763xl0~21 -21 2.28 xlO 3.172xl0"21 2.75 xlO-21 
Sn 1.09 xlO"21 2.239xl0~21 1.88 xlO"21 2.6b2xI0"21 2.20 xlO"21 
1—1 Ba 
-2? 7.63 xlO 1.516xl0-21 1.32 xlO"21 1.92bxl0"21 1.46 xlO-21 
GO 
CD W -22 3.29 xlu ^ 5.898xl0"22 -22 5.7/ xlO  * 8.y04xl0"22 -22 b.54 xlO 
Au 2.69 xlO"22 4.666X10"22 4./2 xlO-^2 V.SbSxlO-^2 -22 4.37 xlu 
Pb 2.39oxl0~22 4."065xl0-22 -22 4.19 xlu 6.584x10 22 -22 3.81 xlO " 
* MM - Mott-Massey 
GC - Green-Cosslett 
P  - Powell 
BP - Brown-Powell 
S+W- Schreiber £ Wims 
Z - Zaluzec 
Table 6-4:  Summary of Constants Used in Various Expressions 
for Ionization Cross Section QK and Q, 
CO 
Reference 
Mott £ Massey (1949; 
Green-Cosslett (1961) 
Powell (1976) 
Brown (1974) Powell (1976) 
Zaluzec (1979) 
Schreiber 5 Wims (1981) 
Line 
K 
L 
K 
0.35 
0.25 
0.61 
2.42 
2.42 
1.0 
K 0.9 0.65 
L 0.75 0.60 
K 0.52 + 0.0029 (Z) 1.0 
L 0.44 + 0.0020 (Z) 1.0 
K 0V35 Relativistic correction, see Sec. 2.1.1. 
L 0.25 Relativii 
see 
stic correction, 
Sec. 2.1.1 
K 8.874 - 8.158 ln(Z) 1.0 
+2.9055 (In Z)2 - 
0.35/78 (In Z)3, Z<30 
0.661, Z>30 
0.2704 + 
0.007256 (In Z)3 
1.0 
Table 6-5:  constants for Calculating 
the Fluorescent Yields 
K
 
line
 LMine M line 
«B«byn.fc .t al.   (Colby, 1968)    (Colby, 1968) 
°-
015
 -0.11107 
°*
327
 0.01368 
-0.00036 
0.00386 
C    -0.6UX10-6   -0.21772 X..10-6   0 . 20101 x.: 10"6 
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Table   6-6:     Equations   for  calcula-Hncx  ~ 
[Schreiber anS  wSs   (l)f     K'   ^ and  aM val^s 
H 
CO 
CO 
X-ray Line 
K 
Atomic Number 
M 
11 to 19 
2 0 to 2 9 
3 0 to 6 0 
27 to 50 
51 to 92 
6 0 to 9 2 
Equations 
aK = 1.0b2 - 4.39 x 10"H (Z2) 
aK = 0.896 - 6.575 x 10"4 (Z) 
aK = 1.0366 - 6.82 x 10~3 (Z) + 
4.815 x 10~5 (Z2) 
aL = 1.617 - 0.39B (Z) + 
3.76b x lu"4 (Z2; 
aL = 0.609 - 1.619 x 10~3 (Z) 
-0.0324b sin (0.161 (Z 0 51)) 
aM = U.6 5 
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